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Puttin’ on the Ritz

On The Cover

BISS CH Meisterhaus Politically Correct  ~ “Pistol”
2006 Westminister Kennel Club BEST OF BREED

One of America’s Top Ranked Basenjis
Breeders:
A. Tad Brooks - Meisterhaus Basenjis
www.meisterhaus.com
Jerry Hope
Connie Camp

Owners
Tim V. Huff 

A. Tad Brooks
Joseph Hurt

Connie Camp

Handled by
Tim V. Huff

Victory Basenjis
www.victorybasenjis.com
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 This is a very exciting time 
for basenji owners. Our DNA 
search for the Fanconi gene is 
making great strides. 
As of April, 2006, the 
probability of Dr. Johnson 
having located the correct 
chromosome on which the 
DNA for Fanconi is located is 
up to about one billion to one 

in our favor. This is incredible news for the basenji world. 
We hope to be able to offer a DNA test for Fanconi in the 
near future, perhaps as soon as this fall. 
It would be a good idea to check the BCOA web site 
frequently, as we’ll make announcements as news becomes 
available.
 BCOA is also sponsoring several blood draws for 
submission of blood for the Phenome project. By this I 
mean that the blood draws are FREE! The endowment is 
paying all expenses for these blood draws. The Phenome 
Project is being used as our DNA bank, so blood donated 
there may be used for any research. When we get that DNA 
test for Fanconi, no additional blood draw will be required 
if the initial sample is of sufficient size. 
All donated blood will be tested for HA at no charge. 
Owners can choose to submit results to OFA - they will 
have to pay the OFA fee to register the results. 
 This is the project in which you fill out a questionnaire 
about your individual basenji, including behavioral, 
conformation and health information. The purpose is to 
help find what genes are responsible for various basenji 
attributes, from fence climbing to conformation features, 
health issues, etc. BCOA is the first national dog club to 
promote this project.  
  Blood draws are currently planned for various parts of 
the country,  over this coming summer.  Lisa Auerbach has 
an article in this issue of the Bulletin.  Check it out for a 
list of the locations and dates for the blood draws. We’re 
currently working on setting up others throughout the 
country. Check our BCOA web site for more details and the 
addition of more blood draws. 

President’s Message
BCOA African Stock Project

Order the 2005  BCOA African Stock Project Book 
~ contains the Imports and the 1990 Foundation Stock 

Descendants.

$24 for the entire report in a binder

$20 for an update of the 1990 registered dogs 
& Avongara descendants section for those 

      who have not updated prior to January 2005 

 $14 for an update of the 1990 registered dogs 
& Avongara descendants section for those 
having the December 2004 update

Or order a Compact Disk which contains the Project 
website (CD contains better quality video than on the 

web) send:  $8 for a CD

CD can be used by a Windows or Macintosh PC 
having MS Internet Explorer or Netscape Browser 
version 4 or higher installed. Quicktime installer is 

included to view the videos.

Price covers postage and handling. Make checks or 
money orders payable to the BCOA in U.S. funds only. 

Foreign orders please mail or email Linda Siekert 
(sinbaje@comcast.net) for prices.

Mail your order to:

BCOA African Stock Project
c/o Linda Siekert

6800 N Montezuma Dr
Tucson, AZ 85718-2432
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MacGuyver’s Latest Champions
Ch. Undercover-Escapade Zack

Ch. Undercover-Escapade Fletcher

CH. Escapade’s High Five 
x CH. Undercover Beguiling Bridget

CH. Escapade’s High Five 
x CH. Undercover Shady Lady Sadie

Gale Whitehurst - Thomasville, GA
basenji@rose.net
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FROM THE EDITOR

EDITOR’S CORRECTION
Bulletin 1st quarter, 2006 - Page 37

My sincere apologies for switching labels on two pictures in 
the Basenji Club of Greater Phoenix specialty ad on page 37.
The Best in Sweepstakes picture was incorrectly identified as 
Reserve Winners Bitch.
Best Puppy in Sweepstakes is Tarsha’s Spirit Guide handled 

by Tari A. Parish.
Reserve Winners Bitch is Kazor’s Supermodel handled by 

Carol Webb.

Wanda Pooley

 Two pretty exciting events 
take place in this issue.  First is the 
new cover look.  After some careful 
deliberation with the printer and the 
BCOA Board, we decided to take the 
magazine to another level by offering 
color on the four cover pages.  The 
grayscale option is still available but 
in order to produce this magazine 

at a reasonable cost, certain criteria have to be met when using 
either color or grayscale.  If you have any questions, please 
don’t hesitate to send me an email or call to talk about the cover 
pages.  My phone number and email address can be found in your 
friendly club membership roster.
 If you would like to reserve one of the cover pages, please 
contact Melody Falcone, BCOA Bulletin Advertising Manager, 
email - melar@melodylynnsphoto.com. She will be happy to 
answer all your questions, take your reservations, and help you 
with your ads.  For that matter, all advertising goes through 
Melody.  While I, too, am happy to take your reservation and 
your ad materials, Melody is the person with all the answers to 
your advertising questions.   She also plays an integral role in ad 
layout development.
 Already reservations are coming in for color pages on the 
cover sheets.  The front covers are now reserved for 2006, but we 
still have some of the other pages available.  Contact Melody for 
inquires on what pages in what issues are still available.
 Now for the bad news, well – not really bad news –more like 
reality news.  If you read your April Bulletin Board Newsletter, 
you noticed the Bulletin advertising rates will go up slightly 
beginning with the 3rd quarter issue.  These increases were 
necessary to keep up with printing and mailing costs.  We want to 
provide the best publication possible and yet not dip too deeply 
into the club treasury to achieve this.  The good news is that 
advertising is on the upswing.  Changing printers has improved 
the print quality and encouraged more members to take advantage 
of a good rate even with the increase.  We are still the “best deal 
in town!”
 The second exciting thing to happen is the exclusive feature 
article written by Tonda Curry, BCOA member who lives 
in Tyler, TX.  She writes about her experiences while in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo this past March.  Tonda 
traveled with Michael Work, Jon Curby, Joyce Moody, and Anja 
Strietzel (Germany) to the Azande tribal region on a quest to find 
and purchase basenjis.
 Tonda’s story is a reality check on how soft life is in this 
country; it is an exciting, frightening, and poignant documentary 
of what she saw and felt.  Through her eyes, you will feel as 
if you are standing in the villages and jungle.  You will feel 
the poverty, yet you will be amazed at the spirit of the Azande 
people.  The pride will swell at the hardiness of our beloved 
breed, the basenji; at its ability to endure; at its determination, 
and its plight in struggling each day to survive.  Tonda shows us a 

part of the world we can’t fathom -- a place we don’t understand 
– yet from its depths comes Nature’s Masterpiece – the basenji.
 It was a privilege to edit and lay out this wonderful piece.  
The copy editors were superb at their jobs in making the final 
tweaks on the article.  Tonda set a great stage with her writing 
skills; the crew merely had to add a little “spit & polish.”
 Summer is upon us and time is moving quickly.  These warm 
weeks will sweep by before you know it and the 2006 BCOA 
National Specialty will be here.  It’s still not too late to sponsor 
a class, make banquet reservations, or make an appointment for 
CERF exams.  Order your shirt now and avoid the rush.  Most 
importantly, don’t miss out on any of the exciting events at this 
year’s specialty.  It promises to be another great one!  The host 
group is “Puttin’ on the Ritz” just for you.
 A few weeks ago I was contacted by a woman who found 
the BCOA website through some “surfing.”  She sent me an 
email asking if I would be interested in an article she had written 
about her basenji, Tara, of many years ago.  The pictures are 
old and the quality is a bit rough, but the writing is excellent.  
Basenjis weren’t very well known in the mid-60’s, so imagine 
how few people she had for “group therapy” to get through the 
rough spots; imagine the surprises, joys, and frustrations and no 
LISTS to consult and even worse, little written material on the 
magazine racks.  I enjoyed reading Martina Lewis’ story of her 
experience, especially as she tells about the harmony between all 
her creatures.
 If you have a flare for writing and want to contribute to the 
Bulletin, please, please let me know.  We are always looking for 
good material.  Have a point of view you want to share; a notable 
whelping experience, learned a new training technique; or the 
desire to cover a lesson in a performance event?  This is the spot 
for your article.
 Kudos to all the affiliate clubs that took the time to submit 
some news about their activities and events.  Keep up the good 
work.  And to the rest of the clubs still debating what to send, the 
challenge has been issued.  The first quarter Bulletin had 4 club 
columns; this issue more than doubled to ten clubs participating!
 Best of luck to all in the ring, on the field, and on the track.
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BCOA BUSINESS Laura Hesse, Treasurer

BALANCE SHEET
1st Quarter - March 31, 2006

ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
AnchorBank-Checking  $     11,408.59 
AnchorBank-Market Yield Account
    African Stock Project  $       1,585.57 
    Archive Maintenance  $          100.00 
    Contingency Fund  $          155.45 
    “Meet the Breed” Booth  $          221.85 
    National Specialty Reserve  $          523.55 
    Rescue Fund  $     14,374.65 
    AnchorBank-Market Yield Account - Other  $            63.12 
Total AnchorBank-Market Yield Account  $     17,024.19 
AnchorBank-Savings
    Rescue Fund  $          134.73 
    AnchorBank-Savings - Other  $            75.87 
Total AnchorBank-Savings  $          210.60 
Total Checking/Savings  $     28,643.38 
Total Current Assets  $     28,643.38 
Other Assets
National Specialty Advance
    National Specialty Advance-2006  $       6,000.00 
    National Specialty Advance-2008  $       2,270.00 
Total National Specialty Advance  $       8,270.00 
Total Other Assets  $       8,270.00 
TOTAL ASSETS  $     36,913.38 
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Other Current Liabilities
Payables
     Payable to Jefferson City K.C.  $          100.00 
Total Payables  $          100.00 
Trophy/Award Programs
    Sonbar BOB/BBE Award  $          125.00 
Total Trophy/Award Programs  $          125.00 
Total Other Current Liabilities  $          225.00 
Total Current Liabilities  $          225.00 
Total Liabilities  $          225.00 
Equity
Opening Bal Equity  $     22,259.76 
Retained Earnings  $     12,304.74 
Net Income  $       2,123.88 
Total Equity  $     36,688.38 
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY  $     36,913.38 

BCOA PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT 
1st Quarter 2006

 Jan - Mar 06  Budget % of Budget
INCOME
Dog Show Supported Entries  $               -    $        24.00 0.0%
Raffle Income  $               -    $      942.00 0.0%
African Stock Project  $         72.00  $      188.00 38.3%
Book Sales  $               -    $      101.00 0.0%
Health Fund  $         25.00  $      114.00 21.93%
Membership (Income)
    Affiliated Club Dues  $       275.00  $      475.00 57.9%
    Membership Dues  $    3,907.00  $ 10,000.00 39.07%
    Membership Application Fee/Dues  $       167.00  $   1,025.00 24.1%
Total Membership (Income)  $    4,349.00  $ 11,500.00 38.51%
Breeders’ Webpage  $       800.00  $   1,760.00 45.46%
National Specialty Income
     National Specialty Profit-2005  $               -    $   8,827.75 -0.23%
Total National Specialty Income  $               -    $   8,827.75 -0.23%
Miscellaneous Income  $               -    $        25.00 0.0%
Publications (Income)
    BCOA Bulletin Extra Copies  $               -    $          8.00 0.0%
    BCOA Bulletin Ads  $    1,230.00  $   2,970.00 50.67%
    Roster Advertising  $       775.00  $   3,685.00 21.03%
Total Publications (Income)  $    2,005.00  $   6,663.00 34.22%
Rescue Fund  $         10.00  $   1,167.49 0.86%
TOTAL INCOME  $    7,261.00  $ 31,312.24 24.26%
EXPENSE
Rescue (Expense)  $           8.10 
ASFA Delegate  $         85.00  $        75.00 113.33%
African Stock Project Expenses  $               -    $      260.86 37.72%
Bank Service Charges  $         19.52  $        89.38 21.84%
Book Expense  $               -    $        14.80 0.0%
Breeders’ Web Page Expense  $           8.85 
Contributions/Donations  $               -    $   9,216.09 0.0%
Dues and Subscriptions
    AKC Awards Subscription  $               -   
    AKC Annual Dues  $               -    $        25.00 0.0%
    ASFA Annual Dues  $               -    $        50.00 100.0%
Total Dues and Subscriptions  $               -    $        75.00 185.33%
Elections  $               -    $   1,363.26 0.0%
Events/Breed Booth Coordinator  $           7.40  $      240.38 3.08%
Historian  $               -    $      737.73 0.0%
Insurance
    Events Insurance  $               -    $      600.00 0.0%
    Surety Bond  $               -    $      100.00 0.0%
Total Insurance  $               -    $      700.00 0.0%
Miscellaneous  $               -    $        72.60 0.0%
National Specialty Expense  $               -    $      (30.00) 0.0%
Officers’ Expenses
    President  $               -    $        19.99 0.0%
    Treasurer  $       100.28  $      571.00 17.56%
Total Officers’ Expenses  $       100.28  $      590.99 16.97%
Outreach Program  $       464.40  $   1,839.70 31.22%
PayPal Fees  $         97.78  $      175.70 60.06%
Postage and Delivery  $         14.40  $        24.88 57.88%
Professional Fees
     Accounting  $               -    $   2,130.00 0.0%
     Consulting  $               -    $      350.00 0.0%
Total Professional Fees  $               -    $   2,480.00 0.0%
Publications (Expense)
    BCOA Bulletin  $    2,457.73  $   4,005.68 62.38%

    BCOA Bulletin Board  $    1,726.21  $   5,369.14 32.15%
    Roster Expense  $           0.63  $   2,625.39 0.02%
Total Publications (Expense)  $    4,184.57  $ 12,000.21 35.21%
Unsung Hero Award  $               -    $        65.30 0.0%
Website Maintenance  $       209.94 
TOTAL EXPENSE  $    5,200.24  $ 29,991.88 18.66%
Net Ordinary Income  $    2,060.76  $   1,320.36 151.43%
Other Income/Expense
Other Income
Interest Income  $         63.12  $        76.90 82.08%
Total Other Income  $         63.12  $        76.90 82.08%
Net Other Income  $         63.12  $        76.90 82.08%
NET INCOME  $    2,123.88  $   1,397.26 147.62%
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Basenji Health Endowment - Balance Sheet
March 31, 2006

ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
    AnchorBank-Money Market $55,245.41
    AnchorBank - CDARS 90,262.03
    AnchorBank - Checking 5,722.72
    Smith & Barney - Portfolio 3,124.50
Total Checking/Savings 154,354.66
Total Current Assets 154,354.66
TOTAL ASSETS 154,354.66
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Equity
Opening Bal Equity 150,615.81
Unrestrict (retained earnings) 7,339.59
Net Income -3,600.74
Total Equity 154,354.66
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY $154,354.66

Basenji Health Endowment P/L
1st Quarter Jan - Mar 06

INCOME
Contributed support
     Indiv/business Contributions $9,452.00
Total Contributed support 9,452.00
Earned revenues
     Dividends & Interest-Securities 19.00
     Interest-savings/short-term inv 1,136.90
Total Earned revenues 1,155.90
TOTAL INCOME 10,607.90
EXPENSE
Grant & contract expense
      Basenji Health Education 342.64
     Grants to other organizations 14,000.00
Total Grant & contract expense 14,342.64
Misc expenses
     Bank Charges 37.25
Total Misc expenses 37.25
Network for Good Processing Fee 0.75
TOTAL EXPENSE 14,380.64
NET ORDINARY INCOME -3,772.74
OTHER INCOME
Unrealized gain (loss)
     Unrealized gain(loss) - investm 172.00
Total Unrealized gain (loss) 172.00
TOTAL OTHER INCOME 172.00

172.00
NET INCOME $3,600.74

Basenji Club of America, Inc. - 2005 National Specialty profits
Patricia Irene Beckette

Jo Bradshaw
Dana L. Braithwaite

A. Tad Brooks
Connie Camp 

(In memory of Ch. Bojak Undercover Kojak)
Gray Church 

(In honor of Gene Biller’s Tamba)
Stanley C. & Carol J. Fetters

Patricia Fragassi
Debbie Hauri

Dr. Richard S. & Rosaria Hornbeck
W. Daniel McGinley

Cheryl Miller - Donation to Phenome Project
Brenda Phillips
(In memory of 

Am/Can Ch. Karosel’s Keep the Fire, SC, CanFCH)
Rip Van Wrinkle Basenji Club - Raffle proceeds

Deborah Ann Riva
Ida Jean Sapp 

(In memory of Gale Whitehurst’s fine champion - BIVS DC 
Bojak’s UnderCover Kojak, SC, FC TT - “Jack” - who died 
recently.  This donation is given in memory of Jack’s great 

legacy and the fun dog he was for his human counterparts, with 
the hope that Fanconi will someday be conquered.)

Linda Daves Siekert
South Coast Basenji Fanciers

Basenji Health Foundation Contributors
Through April 25, 2006

Canis Basenji
Robert Vavra, author

A delight book available from the Basenji 
Club of America, Inc. that deals with the 
comical reality of living with basenjis.

Cost is $13
Orders outside the U.S. 

please add $2.00 for postage.

Order from club member:
Loretta Kelley

8800 Ridgehill Dr.
Austin, TX 78759

Allow 6 weeks for delivery
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 What is acral lick dermatitis?
  Acral lick dermatitis (also called lick granuloma) in dogs 
is a condition which develops as a result of excessive, chronic 
licking. It usually occurs on the front part of the lower leg, 
often over the carpus 
or metacarpus. The 
constant licking causes 
inflammation in the skin 
and, over time, the skin 
in that area becomes 
thickened. Because the 
dog continues to lick, 
the area can not heal 
and may become red, 
raised, and ulcerated. It 
is likely that the licking 
and the inflammation 
also cause the area to 
be itchy, which causes 
more licking, and starts 
an itch-lick cycle.

Which dogs are at risk for acral lick dermatitis?
  Although any dog can develop a lick granuloma, it 
commonly occurs in middle-aged, large breed dogs, such as 
the Doberman Pinscher, Labrador Retriever, Golden Retriever, 
Great Dane, Irish Setter, German Shepherd, and Boxer.

What causes acral lick dermatitis?
  It is thought that the act of licking causes the release of 
endorphins (chemical substances which provide a sense of 
well-being) in the dog’s brain. The dog soon learns that licking 
brings about this pleasant feeling, and keeps on licking. In other 
situations, there may be an underlying cause for the licking 

including allergies, skin mites, fungal infections, arthritis, 
trauma, foreign bodies, tumors, and neurological disease. There 
can also be psychological components, such as boredom, stress, 
and separation anxiety. It is important to accurately determine 
the cause of the licking, in order to treat effectively.

How is acral lick dermatitis diagnosed?
  If you notice that your dog seems to be doing a lot of 
licking on his feet or legs, look closer and see if you find an area 
where the hair has been removed and the skin is starting to look 
thickened, red, and irritated. If you find a spot like this, the best 
thing to do is to have your dog examined by your veterinarian.
  Your veterinarian may ask you questions such as when 
the licking started, whether your dog licks all the time, only 
during certain seasons, or only when he is alone. The answers 
to these questions will help determine if there is an underlying 
cause. Your veterinarian may also recommend some tests, such 
as a skin scraping, a fungal culture, or a skin biopsy.

What is the treatment for acral lick dermatitis?
  Effective therapy for a lick granuloma will vary 
depending on the underlying cause for the licking, but with 
proper treatment, your dog will be much more comfortable. In 
addition to treating the underlying cause, to properly heal, it 
will be necessary to stop the lick cycle. To do this, medications 
may be given, bad-tasting liquids could be applied to the area, 
or Elizabethan collars used to physically prevent licking.
  Often, along with a lick granuloma, there will be a 
bacterial infection in the skin. The moisture from the licking 
can cause overgrowth of the normal skin bacteria. This can 
increase the itchiness. Until the bacterial infection is resolved, 
it will be difficult to get the dog to stop licking so that the area 
can heal. In these cases, long-term antibiotic therapy (often for 
as long as 4 months) may be needed.
  In those cases in which the licking may have a 
psychological cause, your veterinarian may recommend a trial 
of an anti-depressant medication.

Acral Lick Dermatitis/Granuloma

References and Further Reading
Ackerman, LA. Guide to Skin and Haircoat Problems in 
Dogs. Alpine Publications. Loveland, CO; 1994;129-130.
Paterson, S. Skin Diseases of the Dog. Blackwell Science Ltd. 
London; 1998;239-241.
Scott, DW, et al. Psychogenic Skin Diseases. In Muller & 
Kirk’s Small Animal Dermatology, 6th ed. W.B. Saunders Co. 
Philadelphia, PA; 2000;1058-1064.

Katharine Hillestad, DVM 
Drs. Foster & Smith Veterinary Services Department 

© 2006 Foster & Smith, Inc.  Reprinted as a courtesy and with 
permission from PetEducation.com (http://www.PetEducation.
com)  On-line store at www.DrsFosterSmith.com - Free pet supply 
catalog: 1-800-323-4208

Photo supplied by Wanda Pooley.

Editor’s Note:  When two of my puppies reached yearling 
stage, I noticed what appeared to be lesions on their forelegs.  
At night when all the dogs gathered in my office, the two 
bitches attentively licked and licked on the spots, turning their 
skin red and raw.  At first I thought they might be having some 
sort of allergeic reaction to the fall grass.  Then, as fall turned 
to winter and the licking continued, someone who advocates 
the raw diet told me the problem was more likely a response 
to their kibble because some dogs just can’t tolerate any 
grain-based ingredients.  Another ‘expert’ said the girls were 
obviously suffering from an autoimmune problem.  Many trips 
to the vet, many tests, and many dollars later I finally came to 
the conclusion that what I really had was a couple of junkies 
on my hands.  They seemed to get an intense satisfaction from 
licking on these spots - eyes half closed and and an almost 
euphoric expression on their faces.
 At shows I began to take notice of other dogs and sure 
enough, several dogs were sporting worn spots on their 
forelegs --signs of common acral lick dermatitis.
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north toward the Azande tribal 
area which surrounded the village 
of Dungu.  We would be unable to take a 
direct route north because the road was impassible 
and instead would have to travel west to the village of Poko, 
then north to Loko and Baranga, finally completing the semi circle 
by heading back east to Niangara and Dungu.  We didn’t exactly 
finish the trip as planned, but learned along the way that we would 
be forced into flexibility and creative solutions.
 The first lesson in flexibility came when the flying service 
picked us up at the Entebbe Airport.   The pilot announced that 
he could not take us directly to Isiro, but would have to drop us 
in Bunia and return in a couple of hours to pick us up for the 
trip to Isiro.  Now, I had done a lot of reading about D.R.C. in 
preparing for the trip, and I knew that Bunia was where the U.N. 
peacekeeping forces were stationed.  Just four days before we 
had left the States the local forces which had been integrated with 
the U.N. forces had rebelled and shot down a U.N. helicopter.  I 
was really not too excited about hanging out at this airport for a 
couple of hours by ourselves.  When I saw the airport I was even 
less excited about being there.  Not only did we really stick out, 
obviously not belonging there, but just to call the place an airport 
was rather misleading.  It could more accurately be described as a 
couple of concrete buildings with no doors, no electricity, and no 
running water, sitting next to a large patch of gravel. Fortunately, 
we didn’t witness any uprisings, and the pilot returned to transport 
us to Isiro and on to the rest of our journey.
 We arrived safely in Isiro and were met by the guide, Jon Valk.  
For eight dollars we were able to convince the locals that they 
didn’t need to open our luggage and inspect the contents.  Isiro 
was a “large” town by Congo standards and it showed the typical 
deterioration of infrastructure that European abandonment had 
wreaked on the deserted country.  Along the one main street stood 
the remnants of buildings constructed during the Belgian rule from 
the late 1800’s until 1960.  The buildings were ramshackle shells 
of what they once were.  Many of them even contained toilets and 
bathtubs, but the running water was a distant memory.  It had to 
be hauled from the river and dipped from a barrel.  While some 

of the buildings still had light switches 
on the walls, they were meaningless as 

there was no power service.  The road 
through the town was a patchwork 

of old asphalt, packed dirt, 
and brick.  It was just not a 

priority to maintain a road 
when the only vehicles 

in town, other than the 
truck we had hired, 

were an ancient 
unrecognizable 

 Those were the three biggest lessons I learned in 
Africa.  In March I had the privilege of traveling with 
Jon Curby, Michael Work, Joyce Moody and Anja 
Strietzel of Germany to the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo to look for native basenjis.  I had always 
wanted to see the ”real” Africa – and that we did 
– but I had no idea it would be the physically and 
emotionally demanding experience that it was.  At 
the end of our first day in the bush, I was lying on 
the ground in a round mud hut with a thatched roof 
and open doorways wondering two things: first, what 
could possibly come through that door in the darkest 
darkness I had ever seen in my life; and second, did I 
know anyone -- anyone at all -- who had a helicopter 
and could come and get me out of here because I 
couldn’t do seven more days of this.  

 By the next morning I had thought of a lot of different things 
that could come through that door in the darkness, though none 
did, but I hadn’t thought of anyone with a helicopter, and I’m glad 
I didn’t. 
 At the end of the trip, when my plane landed in Boston and 
I pushed four basenjis that just twenty hours earlier had been 
residents of the real Africa through Customs into the U.S., the 
feeling was wonderful.  In 1937 Olivia Burn, who imported 
the Blean dogs from the Congo, wrote in the Gazette, “When I 
remember the many vicissitudes and our nightmare journey home 
from the Congo, on account of the serious illness of my daughter 
who was with me, and my own ill health and the dogs to cope 
with unaided all the way . . . and how we staggered ashore in the 
Old Country on Christmas Eve 1936, exhausted but triumphant, 
it seems too good to be true that Basenjis have been successfully 
introduced into England.”   Now, I am sure that our “vicissitudes” 
and “nightmares” were minuscule compared to hers, and if I didn’t 
think I could make this trip, I surely couldn’t have made the one 
she made, but I did get to feel a small fraction of the success she 
felt when our dogs finally arrived on American soil.
 Jon had made all of the arrangements for our group to travel 
with John Valk, who had been the guide for Jon and Michael 
and the others in 1987 and 1988.  Our travel accommodations, 
though, were a bit different than the Land Cruisers used in the 
earlier trips.  The scarcity of vehicles in the region had forced John 
Valk to engage the services of a local named Matise who owned an 
eight-ton military truck that was likely manufactured while I was 
in grade school.
 John Valk was based in Isiro in the northeastern portion of  
D.R.C.  Our itinerary called for us to meet him there and travel 

By Tonda Curry

I am spoiled; I am lazy; I am rich
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brand of SUV and some dirt bikes.  We spent the night in a rooming 
house of sorts and tried to adjust to the surroundings.  The next 
morning, when the truck finally arrived to pick us up, I had another 

bad case of nerves wondering just what I had gotten myself into.
 I rode in the front of the truck on a small bench between Jon 
and the driver.  The rest of the group rode in the back, seated on 
patio chairs that unfortunately were not secured to the truck, but 
bounced wildly with every bump.  There is absolutely no way to 
describe the road.  Even calling it a road is deceptive.  It was more 
accurately a path or a trail.  Saying it was severely rutted is the 
closest description but that doesn’t really come close.  We often 
debated which was the worse place to ride: the cab of the truck 
or the back.  We never could agree, but Michael probably came 
the nearest when he said it was like spending eight hours on a 
mechanical bull.  
 Although we began seeing basenjis around mid-morning, we 
didn’t stop to look closely at any of them as we were in Bantu territory, 
and Jon knew from the last trip that the dogs would be better quality 
further north and closer to the Azande tribal area.  I spent most of 
the day being shocked by the living conditions and overwhelmed 
by the friendliness of the people.  Every mile or two there would 
be a small clearing with a group of thatch roofed mud huts.  As our 
truck approached each 
of these conclaves, the 
people would come out 
of their huts smiling and 
waving, and the children 
would run toward us 
anxious to see.  Because 
the Europeans and other 
Anglos were forced out 
of the region when the 

war broke out in 1998, many of the younger children in these rural 
areas had likely never seen a white person before.  Who knows 
when was the last time they had seen a vehicle.  

 We covered a lot of ground that first day and 
were nearly dead when we stopped at a group of 
huts that had previously been a mission.  A small 
group of church members still lived there and 
they welcomed us to stay for the evening.  This 
was our first real opportunity to interact with 
dogs.  While the quality was still not what we 
were looking for, it was interesting to watch their 
obviously basenji antics and personalities.  Our 
staff cooked spaghetti for dinner.  The sauce was 
unique.  As there was no way to keep meat on 
the trip, they used canned corned beef.  I was just 
so relieved to be eating something I recognized 
-- rather than what I had imagined --that I really 
didn’t notice the odd taste.
 After supper we each had the opportunity to take 
a shower.  Well, sort of.  The missionaries had 
taught the church members a little about bathing 
and hygiene.  They had erected a “washing place” 
from bamboo type plants by standing them on 
end and tying them together to form a circle.  In 

the center they placed small rocks for a platform.  So our “shower” 
consisted of a metal bucket filled with water heated over a fire and 
a cup to dip it out and 
pour over us.  Trust 
me, I was very grateful 
to have it, and it felt 
wonderful.
 

This evening was 
also our first real 
opportunity to interact 
with the bush people.  
It was a bit of an odd feeling, as they just stood around on the 
outskirts of where we were gathered and watched us. They were 
enthralled with our cameras and loved seeing themselves on the 
digital screens.  The next morning as we were preparing to leave, 
the only thing they asked for was soap -- not money -- soap.  As 
we boarded our truck and prepared to leave, they all gathered 
around and sang a song and prayed for us.  Even though I couldn’t 
understand what they were saying, I was very struck by the fact 
that these people who had nothing, not even a bar of soap, were 
praying for me.  At that moment I felt like a millionaire.
 Our travel was a little easier the second day.  The road actually 
got much worse, but that forced the driver to slow down and not 
throw us around like bucked-off cowboys.  This also meant it was 
easier to scan the clearings we came to and look for dogs.  We were 
on the road toward Tapili through a smaller village named Baranga 
and began seeing dogs that really piqued our interest.  Many of these 
were good enough for us to get out and take a closer look.  The bush 
people were very proud of their dogs; they were much more a part 
of the “family” than I expected.  In spite of that position the dogs 

Church building.  These structures are always painted white.

Three boys hamming it 
up for the camera.  One 
boy is giving the boy 
sitting down a haircut 
with an old fashioned 
straight razor.

Washing Place - 
Bamboo type plants 

tied together and 
stood on end to 

form a circle.
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were in 
deplorable 
condition.  
There was 
no way 
for these 
people to 
p r o v i d e 
a n y t h i n g 
b e y o n d 
l e f t - ove r 
food for 

them.  The 
dogs were 
so covered 

in fleas that their coats were thin and patchy.  Many of them had 
lost their tail tips to the insects.  The young ones were particularly 
undernourished, and we noticed that the litters had only one or two 
pups.
 I knew from the original Avongara dogs what differences to 
expect in body type and features.  I did not expect, however, to see 
such a wide variety of colors and markings.  I knew to expect some 
whites, as Phemister’s Congo, the stowaway bitch who arrived in 
the U.S. in 1941 on the same freightliner used by Olivia Burn, was 
mostly white. While we did see a couple that were predominantly 
white, we also saw many open-faced tris and capped tris.  Together 
these may have 
out-numbered the 
“normal” tris that 
we saw.  We saw 
only one trindle that 
I recall.  There were 
a number of saddles, 
and some of these 
were rather nice dogs.  
The saddles were 
not grizzled with 
black hairs dispersed 
throughout the red 
in a saddle pattern, 
but instead were a jet 
black overlay on the 
red body and even up 
the back of the neck.  
I saw few dogs with 
the big white collars 
that are typical in our country.  The tails ranged from a slight bend 
to a nice curl and this appeared to relate at least in part to the 
overall health and nutrition of the dog. 
 We had passed through Baranga and were headed toward the 
old mission when we spotted a nice tri bitch.  She was older than 
our ideal for transporting back, but well worth stopping to look at.  
She was a typey smallish bitch with a nice disposition, probably 
nine months old and one of four or five dogs living in this little 
group of huts.   Ezera, one of the locals who was traveling with us, 
spoke a little English.  Every dog we looked at he would ask, “You 
love to buy?”  We said “Yes” to this one, but were told that the 
person who could agree to sell her was still working in the fields 
and would be back shortly.  We decided to travel on to the former 
mission and Ezera would come back later to negotiate on our behalf.  

When Ezera returned he 
informed us that the people 
were not willing to sell.  At 
this point we already knew 
that our travel was slower 
than expected and we might 
not get as far as planned.  
We really wanted the bitch 
and decided to ask Matise 
who spoke no English but 
was more fluent in the local 
Lingala dialect to go to the 
family and try again.  When 
Matise returned he told us 
that the family would not 
sell the dog, but would trade 
her for a bag of salt -- a 
fifty kilogram bag of salt.  
I didn’t have much hope of 

finding that in the jungle, but our guide informed us that he had 
brought along seventy kilograms for the trip.  We assured him that 
twenty kilos – that’s forty-four pounds– would be sufficient for 
the remainder of the trip.  The family told us the bitch’s name 
was Luka, which meant seeker, and traded her to us for salt.  That 
salt, in smaller quantities, could be sold at the local “market” and 
support their family for a couple of years.  We made the trade and 
went to work with flea medicine and wormer, changing our little 
bitch’s life.  
 The next day we saw several nice dogs, including a red puppy 
bitch that caught Anja’s eye.  She was a nice little puppy, much 
healthier than her tri brother.  They were the only two left in the litter.  
We were able to see both parents and were satisfied that they were 
nice dogs.  Again 
the owner was 
gone working in 
her field so we 
sent one of our 
workers to get her.  
The owner asked 
for 4000 francs 
(about $9.00) for 
the puppy.  We 
added strings of 
mardi gras beads 
for everyone in 
the extended 
family, and the little bitch was bound for Germany.
 Not too much further down the road we came to another 
clearing with a group of huts.  There a young boy had a puppy he 
brought out to show us.  Due to the seating arrangement, it was 
easiest for me to get out of the truck.  I found the pup to be in 
horrible condition with more fleas than one undernourished puppy 
could probably survive.  Most of his coat had been eaten away and 
the skin underneath was crusty and dry.  He had so little hair we 
couldn’t really tell what color he would be.  He had a large scar 
down his left thigh and foot that appeared to be from a burn.  I 
really didn’t expect the little guy to be alive in two days, but Joyce 
fell in love with him and wanted to change his luck.  His rough 
beginning was going to get a whole lot better.  The young boy who 
owned the dog set the price at 6000 francs and Michael added a 

Native boy holds a capped tri basenji.

Luka - now lives with Vickie & Jon 
Curby

In the harshest of living conditions a basenji mother 
cares for her two pups.
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watch for good measure.  The boy had likely never seen that much 
money in his life.  
 We stopped for the night on the edge of the village of Tapili.  
We fed and doctored the dogs 
and had the opportunity to spend 
some time working with them 
on leash training.  They were all 
lovely movers, which seemed 
to be a common thread in all 
the dogs we saw.  Although 
there was a bit of variation in 
structure, there was consistency 
in movement.  The dogs we saw 
had plenty of front fill and were 
sound coming and going.
 The next day was another 
lesson in flexibility.  In the late 
morning a rain shower came, 
and we learned that Africans 
don’t drive in the rain.  They 
stop and wait until it passes.  
Not long after we got back 
underway we came to the Gada 
River bridge -- or what was left 
of it.  We had crossed a similar 
bridge on our first day of travel.  
It had enough boards missing 
that I took some food, a roll of toilet paper and my passport and 

walked across.  This bridge had even fewer boards.  I gathered the 
same belongings, grabbed one of the dogs and walked across the 
bridge with the rest of the group.  The truck made it about twenty 
feet before it fell through the sparse boards and got stuck in the 
metal supports.  Two hours later the truck had crossed the bridge 
-- after the workers had unloaded all our gear, jacked up the truck, 
put planks under the wheels, and moved the planks from the back 
to the front, over and over and over.  The delays slowed us to the 
point that we were forced to stop that evening in Niangara.  Earlier 
in the trip, our guide had mentioned that he didn’t like Niangara 
because there were bandits there.  We were not too thrilled to be 
staying there.  
 The next day didn’t 
improve much when we 
learned that the bridge on the 
other side of the village was 
completely impassable.  We 
were stuck and now knew 
that we wouldn’t get to the 
heart of the Azande territory 
but would have to settle for 
the Southern edge.  To try to 
make the best of things, we 
sent what the workers referred 
to as a “propaganda” man into 
the bush on a bicycle with 
a bullhorn announcing that 
there were Americans here to 
buy puppies.  That day and the 
next the bush people loaded 
up their puppies and bells and 
brought them to our camp.  
One lady brought a young tri 
boy that we liked.  He was a 
nice puppy with large pips that 
gave him a very intense look 
on his face.  Later we added a young red bitch with lovely side 
gate and beautiful small ears.  Her coat was not in good shape and 
it was very light, but by now we knew that would improve with 
medication and nutrition.  The bush people brought many puppies 
for us to examine.  In the end we probably saw more this way than 

we would have had we driven the area.  We were also able to see 
a larger group of puppies before we picked the best.  Anja found 

Gada River bridge - (above) Our vehicle awaits some 
surface adjustments before crossing the river.  We walked 
across while the natives made repairs.
(below) - The front wheels fell through the bamboo poles.  A 
man throws up his arms to signal the driver to stop.

A man with an offering of two 
puppies.

Anja Streitzel purchased 
this puppy bitch while in the 
southern edge of the Azande 
territory.  Tonda Curry gives 
the pup some leash training.
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agreed to come to the “airport” in Niangara and transport us to 
Dungu, a village a little further north in the Azande territory.  When 
we located this “airport” it turned out to be a large flat strip of grass, 
nothing more.  It took the small plane two trips but we all made it to 
Dungu.  We spent the night at an old Catholic convent now occupied 
by four native 
nuns.  The 
next day Anja 
and I flew 
in the small 
plane back to 
Bunia and on 
to Entebbe.  
Bad weather 
forced the 
others to wait 
and join us the 
following day.  Before we had left the States Jon had arranged for 
a veterinarian to meet us in Entebbe and do the required health 
checks and certificates for our travel flights out.  The veterinarian 
was wonderful and without her help we wouldn’t have made it.  
Anja left for Amsterdam with her puppies that night. We arrived 
at the airport the next morning with what we thought was all the 
required documentation.  Our need for flexibility arose again when 
British Airways told us we did not have a reservation for the dogs.  
Jon had been communicating with them since before we had left 
the States and had informed them of our flight number and date of 
travel, but we did not play by the “Africa” rules and they wouldn’t 
let the dogs on the flight.  The next flight was in two days, and they 
said they would be glad to make us a reservation for that flight.  It 
made the most sense for me to stay with the dogs, so I loaded up 
our four and found a Sheraton in Kampala.  They weren’t too happy 
about having four dogs in a room, but a little money to the bell 
captain worked wonders.  I spent the next two days lying in a real 
bed, taking a real shower, ordering room service and learning the 
personalities of these four little African-soon-to-be-Americans.  
 They all showed their own individual traits: Gany, Joyce’s 
little boy who was in such bad shape, was the smallest, but he 
didn’t know that and didn’t want anyone else to know that; the 
tri boy who we named Dave, after the pilots who flew us out of 
the bush, was the life of the party, always wanting to play and 
chase anything I would throw; Bernadette, the red bitch who was 
named for the veterinarian that helped us, was the cuddler of the 
group; but Luka stole the show when she proved that she was all 
basenji.  Across the room from the bed was a desk and a chair with 
wheels.  I had placed the dog food on this desk all the way at the 
back against the wall and pushed the chair all the way in against 
the desk.  Luka was sitting next to me on the bed studying that dog 
food.  I knew she could smell it, and she wouldn’t take her eyes off 
it.  All of a sudden she jumped off the bed onto the floor, ran under 
the desk, pushed the chair out from the desk, jumped on the chair 
and on up to the desk and the food.  Only a basenji could plan all 
that and pull it off before I realized what was happening.  
 We made it on the next flight out and into Boston without any 
further incidents.  The best part of the entire trip was the feeling 
I had pushing four new Americans through U.S. Customs and 
changing their lives forever.    

Basenji mother 
accepts an 
offering of 
canned dog 

food.

two unrelated young brindles, a boy and a girl, to join her red bitch 
on the trip to Germany.  They were very young and thin, but from 
what we could see looked to be nice puppies.
 We learned a lot seeing the cross section of dogs this way.  
One older woman came to see us and when we told her we were 
interested in puppies, she left and returned a while later.  She 
brought with her a basenji bitch that probably weighed ten pounds 

and a woven bag.  
The bitch was 
obviously nursing 
but barely had the energy to walk with the woman.  In the bag were 
four puppies maybe ten days to two weeks old.  There was no way 
that bitch could support four babies.  Only the strongest that got 
to the milk first were going to survive -- one, maybe two at the 
most.  We fed the bitch a can of dog food and gave a bag of kibble 
to the lady.  We explained to her that it was for the dog, but the 
woman wasn’t in much better shape than the bitch so we couldn’t 
help but wonder who would really get the food.  The consistent 
thing we saw in the dogs that the natives brought to us was the 
overall soundness.  As with the dogs in the bush, they were all 
solid movers with good fronts, no paddling and no fiddle fronts.  
They all looked as if they could trot all day long.  
 During our two day stay in Niangara, we were able to make 
contact on our satellite phone with Pilots without Borders.  They 

The airport in Niangara - a mere strip of grass. Photos presented in this article were taken by Tonda Curry, 
Michael Work, and Joyce Moody
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Photo Album - Africa 2006

Brindle boy that went to Germany with Anja.  We had just 
bought him and were giving him his bath and treatment. 

Our lodgings at one point in the trip.  This is a very good 
example of the Azande huts.  They are always round.

The convent in Dungu -- one of the rooms inside

Two dogs laying by a hut.  The tri dog is open faced.

Tonda examining a brindle puppy offered by a native.

Red puppy bitch walking through the village
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The Lone Star State in 2008
 By Karlene Schoonover, Specialty Chair

 As most BCOA members already know, the 2008 BCOA 
National Specialty will be held at the famous Southfork Ranch 
in Dallas, Texas.  All the events will take place on the property: 
Conformation, Obedience, Coursing, LGRA, Agility, Exhibition, 
etc. What could be more convenient?
 Your hosting club, the Dallas – Fort Worth Basenji Club has 
begun working on raising money toward the event so it can be as 
big as the television show that made the site an American icon.
 The first funds drive dedicated solely to this event started with 
a bang, but fizzled out as a dud.  The DFWBC had contacted the 
Shure Pets Company, a business that holds home parties for the 
sale of pet products.  The club would get to keep 25% of the total 
sales of their party.  The first problem arose when the site of the 
party was considered too far away for most invited attendees. An 
Internet ordering option was made available, but when people 
attempted to place orders online they encountered a web site glitch 
that prevented the orders from going through. The local consultant 
was contacted, but no answer was offered by the company.  
 Given the interest by a good number of people to support this 
effort, another party is being arranged and people who cannot 
attend will be encouraged to mail in their orders rather than place 
them on the Internet.  An announcement will be sent when this 
second attempt is scheduled.
 Looking ahead, planning has begun for the DFWBC to hold 
both a B Match and an All Breed Fun Run later this year.  Other 
fundraising ideas that would appeal to companion animal owners 
are also being researched.  Money can’t be spent until it’s in the 
bank.

BCOA 2007 NATIONAL
               SPECIALTY NEWS
 While most people are still preparing for this year’s National, 
your friends on the West Coast are gearing up to welcome you all to 

California’s other 
Wine Country, 
the Livermore 
Valley in October 
2007.

 Our schedule 
spans a full seven 
days for BCOA 
events and will 
take place at 
two locations. 
The first two 
days (Saturday 

10/13/07 and Sunday 10/14/07) will have our coursing events, 
a welcome BBQ hosted by the Willamette Valley Basenji Club 
and the annual African Stock Exhibition hosted by the Evergreen 
Basenji Club at the Robertson Equestrian Center in Livermore. 
We will use two of the fields on the grounds. Coursing will take 
place on the brand new meadow, a 7 3/4 acre field of meadow 
grass situated along the Arroyo Mocho. The Livermore Parks 
Department has made this field specifically to host coursing events 
and we look forward to making use of this very large area- better 
get those coursing dogs in shape! There will be an AKC trial on 
Saturday and an ASFA trial on Sunday. We will offer 2 JC tests. We 
have tentative plans for a NOTRA trial on Saturday. The welcome 
BBQ and the African Stock Exhibition will use the more formal 
lawn area which is on the opposite side of the parking lot. There 
are facilities and we are negotiating overnight parking.
 Monday 10/15/07 we move to the Hall of Commerce at the 
Alameda County Fairgrounds in Pleasanton, the largest county 
Fairgrounds in Northern California and one of the busiest. 
Obedience, Rally, Sweepstakes, Regular Classes, Juniors, the 
Seminar and Annual Meeting will all take place in the Hall of 
Commerce, a 14,000 square foot building with heating and air 
conditioning. There is a concession stand and restrooms in the 
building. Just behind the building is a grass area for your setups. 
Due to space limitations, we will not allow setups in the building. 
The Banquet and Auction will be held in the Palm Pavillion, a 
recently remodeled banquet facility on grounds. There is an RV lot 
on grounds for those camping.
 If you aren’t completely exhausted, you can stay for the Basenji 
Club of Northern California’s Fall Specialty on Saturday 10/20/07 
which is then followed by two back-to-back all-breed shows hosted 
by the Del Valle Dog Club of Livermore on the same grounds (yes, 
if you count them all up, that’s 10 days of dog events).
 You can visit our website at http://www.BasenjiSpecialty.
org and select “BCOA 2007” for the most up to date information 
regarding this event.
 If you or your club would like to lend a hand, you can contact 

FUTURE SPECIALTIES

the Specialty Committee any time.

Troy Shadbolt, Specialty Chair
tjshadb@sbcglobal.net

2009 BCOA
Site Proposals

A FIRST IN ALMOST 10 YEARS!

The BCOA membership will have the opportunity 
to select the 2009 National Specialty site.  Two 
Site Proposals were submitted for 2009 Eastern 
Region - one located in Richmond, VA and the 
other in Owensboro, KY.  Ballots will be mailed       
in mid-summer.
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NATIONAL TREASURE

MBISS AM/CAN CH NYANGA SIGNET SWEET WILLIAM, JC
Sire: MBIS/MBISS Ch. Reveille Boutonniere, JC     Dam:  MBISS Ch. Kibushi Highfalutin of Vasia

2005/2002 BCOA National AOM & 2005/2003 Stud Dog Winner
2002/2003 BCOA Top Twenty Winner

2002 Pedigree Award Winner
2004 BCOC National Specialty Winner

Will is our epitome of the breed standard with exemplary balanced physical conformation, strong breed type, 
characteristics, and correct sound and efficient movement without any signs of exaggeration.  He is consistently 
producing the highest quality offspring clearly bearing his stamp, deep in breed type with sound and flowing 
movement, who continue to garner top awards at Specialties and all-breed shows across the nation and in 
Australia.

We would like to take the opportunity to thank Mrs. James Edward Clark for her consistent recognition of our 
dogs at the 2005 National Specialty and the kind handlers who graciously stepped in to pilot our specials in the 
final round.

Lastly, I wish to thank Tonda Curry for her friendship and support for all the last four years.

SIGNET KENNELS
Davis and Brenda Cassell
Fort Worth, TX

WAKILI BASENJIS
Tonda Curry

Tyler, TX
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MBISS CH SONBAR NYANGA SIGNET DAN D’LION
Sire:  MBISS Ch. Nyanga Signet Sweet William, JC     Dam:  Ch. Sonbar’s Brite Velvetslippers

MBISS CH SIGNET DENIM AND DIAMONDS
Sire:  CH. Bar-bin’s Wynston of Antares     Dam:  Ch. Signet Unforgettable O’Bedlam

2005/2003 BCOA National AOM
2003 Top Twenty Runner Up
Hound Group Winner
Sire of Specialty and 
     Hound Group Winners

Special thanks to Steffie Cheng who piloted Dan to his AOM win.

2005 BCOA National AOM
Multiple Hound Group Winner

Di will be bred in the Fall of 2007 to MBISS Am/Can Ch. Nyanga Signet Sweet William, JC.  Early 
reservations are suggested for this highly anticipated litter.
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SIGNET WAKILI WILD THYME
Sire:  MBISS Ch. Nyanga Signet Sweet William, JC   Dam:  CH. Signet Explicit Runaround Sue

AM/CAN CH SIGNET AFTER HOURS PARTY
Sire:  Ch. C-Quest’s Just Push Play   Dam:  Ch. Signet Hootenanny

2005 BCOA National Winners Dog
2006 Dallas/Fort Worth Basenji Club Best 

Puppy in Sweepstakes

2005 BCOA National AOM
2004 Basenji Club of Canada Winners Bitch
2003 BCOA National Reserve Winners Bitch

Our sincere appreciation to Catherine Ongaro for piloting Dawn to her AOM win
A breeding has been planned for Fall 2006, sire TBA.  Please contact Tonda Curry for reservations.
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BREEDERS’ FORUM

 Cherry whelped her first 
litter – MY first litter – on 
January 7th. Her breeder, 
Susan, was here to help. 
Five year-old Cherry very 
easily and naturally delivered 
three puppies, including a rear-
foot breach, each about 50 minutes apart, then settled down for a 
nap. I guess I figured she would rest an hour and then deliver the 
fourth puppy I was sure was in there.
 The hour passed, with no sign of her going into labor again. 
She just snoozed. Susan and I watched her for contractions and 
then carried on nervous conversation. To her credit, Susan did not 
regale me with tales of other whelpings that stalled, in which I 
knew she had made emergency trips to the vet, and lost puppies. 
Nor, at that point, was she pressuring me to call the vet and sound 
the alarm.
 Soon it had been two hours since Cherry had delivered the 
third puppy. I felt her to make sure my optimism and the vet’s 
ultrasound magic hadn’t tricked us into counting on more puppies 
than there were, but it was easy to palpate that fourth puppy inside 
her now-slack abdomen. So I called the vet, at the magic hour: 
12:20 am on Sunday! I left a message with his service describing 
the situation and we waited for a return call. And waited. 
 Cherry had a few weak contractions while Susan rubbed her 
lower back,  and we noticed she pushed against that resistance 
and her toes curled a little with each push. I debated calling again, 
thinking maybe my vet’s model for minor emergencies is to wait 
for a second, more urgent call before responding. But with the mild 
contractions, we joked that it would just figure to call the vet and 
then have her simply deliver the puppy.
 But that didn’t happen, and I got up and moved around the house 
to shake off my sleepiness and worry. I made a trip downstairs and 
snagged the acupressure book Susan had given me last year for 
my birthday – a people acupressure book that I found more useful 
for the dogs than the dog-specific one I had gotten subsequently, 
because the people versio n addresses specific conditions. Susan 
smiled, saying “you’re going to fix it with that?” and I knew she 
was thinking I should have called the vet again by now, but her 
voice sounded hopeful. I was skeptical that anything we saw in the 
book would work. But as I said then, it couldn’t hurt, and it gave 
me something to do while I decided when to call the vet again.
 The book, Acupressure’s Potent Points: A Guide to Self-Care 
for Common Ailments by Michael Reed Gach (Bantam Books; 
available at http://www.stressreliefproducts.com/books.htm), has 
a chapter on Labor, Delivery and Nursing. It is divided into Points 
for Relieving Labor Pain, Postpartum Recovery Points, and Potent 
Points for Nursing. After reading the first two sections I decided 
a combination of the Labor and Postpartum points made sense for 
what I was trying to do.
 Here are the points, a paraphrase of what they are supposed to 
do, and the results I got applying each one:

 GB 27 – 34 (Sacral 
Points):  Located 
among the bony 
structure of the lower 
back, these points 

are noted to relax the 
uterus and relieve labor 

pain. Although I didn’t think 
Cherry needed her uterus to 
relax, we had gotten mild 
contractions (as evidenced 
by toe curling) when we 
worked these before, so I just 
was more intent on finding 
the actual acupressure 
points (on the edges of the 
bony protrusions and the 
soft tissue in between) and 
applying firmer pressure 
with my thumbs. I was 
rewarded with stronger 
evidence of contractions, but Cherry stayed lying down. 
 K3 (Bigger Stream): Gach’s book cautions against 

stimulating this point strongly 
after the third month of pregnancy 
– but at this point we wanted to 
stimulate delivery so all bets were 
off! Stimulation of this point, 
located midway between the inner 
protrusions of the anklebone and 
the Achilles tendon in the back of 
the ankle, is supposed to relieve 
lower back pain and fatigue. On 
the dog this seems like just two 
layers of skin covering the Achilles 
just above the heel, which is where 
I pinched with my thumb on the 
inside surface and my index finger 

on the outside. Cherry again gave us a few contractions in response 
to having this point stimulated on both legs, but kept her chin down 
over the sleeping puppies.
 B67 (Reaching Inside): Aptly named, this point is for difficult 
labor, and malposition of the fetus. My habit of foot-and toe-
stroking the dogs paid off 
as Cherry did not object to 
having her back feet handled 
for this one – but I sure got her 
attention! Using the nail of my 
index finger to gently scratch 
the outside of the nail of the 
little (outer) toe, as instructed 
in the book, got her up on her 
feet and pacing!

By Karen P Christensen

Acupressure in Whelping
I made a trip downstairs and snagged the 

acupressure book Susan had given me last year for my 
birthday – a people acupressure book that I found more useful 

for the dogs than the dog-specific one I had gotten subsequently, 
because the people version addresses specific conditions. Susan 

smiled, saying “you’re going to fix it with that?”
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 CV6 (Sea of Energy): For a variety of ailments including 
general weakness, uroreproductive problems, and irregular vaginal 
discharge. Finding this point on Cherry’s belly was intuitive. On 
humans it is noted to be “two finger widths below the belly button.” 
I had Cherry’s swelling teats and sucked-up tummy to deal with, 
but Gach’s instructions for stimulating this point made it clearer – 
“place all of your fingertips into your lower abdominal area between 
your belly button and pubic 
bone” – so I interlaced my 
fingertips from below her 
belly, and arrayed them 
below her belly button, 
pressing upward since she 
was now standing. The first 
time I applied the gradually 
increasing pressure I was 
rewarded with a grunting, 
straining contraction (note, 
I was not pressing on the 
puppy or otherwise squeezing Cherry’s body; just pressing on the 
middle of her abdomen with no opposing pressure downward on 
her spine). 
 I let up after a count of 10 and so did Cherry, but she seemed to 

finally accept that she was not finished with her job. After a couple 
of deep breaths I went in for another round of that stimulation and 
within seconds the head and forelegs of the puppy had emerged 
– squirming and with good color! I cleared the sac off the face and 
let Cherry take a deep breath, then said, “C’mon, Cherry, let’s have 
another one!” I pressed yet again, which was probably not needed, 
but it got that puppy right out of there! He plopped out and Cherry 
and I were finally BOTH sure she was done.
 Turning to Susan I said, “You saw that, right?” I needed to be 
sure what had just happened wasn’t my imagination. But Susan 
just said “how cool was that?!?!?” with a huge grin on her face.  
We were both outright giddy about this success. Later, when Susan 
related the story to Karen Sahulka, Karen commented that CV6 
was the point used during her delivery of her son, to induce her to 
deliver the placenta. I certainly have a lot of confidence in this point 
as a toning point for the uterus, after seeing Cherry’s whelping. I 
just wish I’d trotted out the book about an hour and a half earlier 
– the puppy is fine, but I feel like I was robbed of those precious 
moments of sleep, which I sorely needed in the following weeks!
 Except for the sacral points it is important not to stimulate 
these VERY potent points at the time of whelping, until the dam is 
fully dilated (e.g. after delivery of one or more of the puppies). 

Acrobatic 
ADHD 
Adorable 
Affectionate 
Aloof 
Ancient 
Aristocratic 
Arrogant 
Athletic 
Beautiful 
Bedhog 
Bedwarmer 
Bossy 
Bouncy 
Bratty 
Breathtaking 
Cat chaser 
Choosy 
Clean 
Clever 
Clownish 
Comical 
Confident 
Content 
Crabby 
Crafty 
Cranky 
Cuddler 
Curious 
Delightful 
Destructive 

Devilish 
Devious 
Difficult 
Distant 
Dominant 
Elegant 
Endearing 
Enigmatic 
Entertaining 
Escape artists 
Exasperating 
Fast 
Fearless 
Foodaholic 
Friendly 
Funny 
Goofy 
Graceful 
Habit forming 
Handsome 
Headstrong 
Heartwarming 
High energy 
Humorous 
Independent 
Inquisitive 
Intelligent 
Lovable 
Loyal 
Mischievous 
Moody 

Nosey 
Obstinate 
One of a kind 
Patient 
Pensive 
Playful 
Prankster 
Protective 
Proud 
Pushy 
Rascals 
Regal 
Scavenger 
Self cleaning 
Shredders 
Sly 
Smart 
Smuggler 
Sneaky 
Snotty 
Sociable 
Spiteful 
Stubborn 
Sun seeker 
Troublemaker
Unpredictable 
Vocal 
Wiggly 
Wild 
Willful 
Wise 

What’s A Basenji? Words are found vertically, horizontally, 
and diagonally.  Circle those you can find.
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Mankia Perm Reg’d since 1986
Lynn & Dennis Arrand
Windsor Ontario Canada
519-735-2568
mankia@mnsi.net 

MANKIA PERM REG’D PRESENTS

BIS Can/Int/Sav, Am Ch Mankia’s 
Mishindi VSR, VOR
Nov. 9, 1990- Oct. 15, 2006

Mankia’s Future

Mankia’s Present

Mankia’s Past

Can/Int/Nat/Ch. Mankia’s Kero Matata
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BCOSW UPDATE ON BLOOD 
   DRAW CLINIC
 Dr. Johnson and his assistants at the University of Missouri are 
rapidly closing in on the gene(s) responsible for Fanconi Syndrome 
in the Basenji.  DNA samples are still needed for current research 
efforts as well as for future research for other breed disorders.  
Samples are welcome on any Basenji, regardless of his color, age, 
sex, or health status.  We will be holding a free venipuncture (blood 
draw) clinic at our specialty.  As an added bonus, participants will 
receive a free genetic analysis for Hemolytic Anemia.
 To make things run smoothly for everyone, any time before the 
specialty show, please register your Basenji at the Canine Phenome 
website: www.caninephenome.org and print the blood sample 
submission form.  Also, print at least a three generation pedigree 
for your Basenji and bring both of these forms to the specialty 
show.  This information needs to accompany the DNA samples 
when shipped to the University of Missouri.  If you do not have 
access to a pedigree program, you can either print a pedigree for 
free by visiting Zande Basenji’s website at: http://www.pedigrees.

HEALTH NEWS
Important Fanconi Research 

Update - April 2006
BCOA Health Committee

 The BCOA Health Committee received word during the last 
week in April, 2006, that researchers at the University of Missouri 
are rapidly closing in on a DNA marker for the gene(s) responsible 
for Fanconi Syndrome.  Dr. Johnson and his assistants have 
narrowed their search to just one-third of a single chromosome, 
and the LOD score for the marker currently being examined is 
now at nine (9).  The LOD score was four (4) in our initial linkage 
announcement.
 A LOD score in genetics is a statistical estimate of whether 
the sites of two genes are so close together on a chromosome that 
they are likely to be inherited together.*  A LOD score of three 
(3) or more usually indicates that two gene loci are close enough 
together to be inherited together.   For example, a LOD score of 
three (3) means that that the odds are a thousand to one (1000 / 1) 
in favor of two genes being inherited together.
 In the case of our Fanconi research, a LOD score of nine 
(9) means that the odds are now 1,000,000,000 (one billion) to 
one (1,000,000,000 / 1) in favor of particular genetic markers 
sitting very close to, and being inherited together with the gene(s) 
responsible for Fanconi.  This means that by following the marker 
gene, we will be able to predict with excellent accuracy the 
inheritance of the nearby Fanconi gene(s).
 Please stay tuned to your BCOA Bulletin Board and the BCOA 
website (www.basenji.org) for more late-breaking news on this 
important project!

  *LOD score definition taken from: 
   www.medterms.com/script/main/art.asp?articlekey=13053 

Basenji Research DNA Bank 
through the Canine Phenome 
Project
 The Basenji Health Endowment is developing a DNA 
bank for our researchers to hold samples from many Basenjis.  
The goals of this organized DNA bank are (1) to increase 
our repository of Basenji DNA samples, and (2) to provide a 
convenient and inexpensive way for everyone to help with the 
research.  The banked samples will be used in DNA research, 
especially to help us develop DNA tests for our various breed 
health problems.
 With the help of our researchers, now that the canine genome 
is mapped, those DNA tests are within our grasp.  However, to 
develop them, we must have DNA samples from many dogs.
 BCOA and the Basenji Health Endowment will be having 
venipuncture (blood draw) clinics at various specialties and 
matches to help with this effort.   A list of clinics scheduled thus 
far is below.
 We are interested in samples from all Basenjis.  
 For health research, we are also especially interested in 
Basenjis that have PRA (progressive retinal atrophy), HD (hip 
dysplasia), IPSID (malabsorption), and their parents, offspring, or 
siblings.  If you have a dog that has any of these disorders, or has 
a parent, offspring, or sibling with these disorders, we very much 
would want to have your dog’s DNA in our research DNA bank.
 Participants will receive a free HA DNA test if they register 
with the Phenome Project.
 If you are attending a venipuncture clinic, if you have 
time, pre-register your dog at  the Phenome Project at www.
caninephenome.org and print the blood submission form.  Be 
sure to have your dog’s AKC number and the name of its 
parents.  If you can, bring a copy of the pedigree – if you don’t 
have a pedigree handy for your dog, you can either print one 
out from Sally Wallis’ online Basenji database at http://www.
pedigrees.zandebasenjis.com/search.html or else contact me at 
itzyu@prodigy.net and I’ll help.  
 Pre-registering your dog will help save time for our 
researchers’ staff – but please don’t skip the clinic if you are not 
pre-registered.  If you register your dog on the Phenome web site, 
it is a big help and you will get a free HA test.  If you didn’t do 
it ahead of time, though, we still want a DNA sample from your 
dog.  

zandebasenjis.com/search.html or you can contact Carrie Jones for 
help at ankhu@hughes.net or by phone at 507-876-9987.
 We will also need to know your Basenji’s birth date, AKC 
registered name and registration number as well as his parents 
AKC registered names and registration numbers.  If you would like 
assistance in obtaining this information, please contact Carrie.
 Your basenji can participate in this history making project 
regardless of his pre-registration status at the Canine Phenome 
website and your ability to print a pedigree.  But, a little future 
planning on your part can help make this clinic a success!  Best of 
all, this clinic is FREE!  FREE!  FREE!
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June 3, 2006
Livermore, CA
Basenji Club of Northern California
Blood Draw
To be held during the Basenji Club of Northern California 
Puppy Match
The Barn
Livermore, California
For Information contact:
Pat Fragassi - tanzab@aol.com
Troy Shadbolt - tjshadb@voyuz.net
or  www.norcalbasenjis.org

June 11, 2006
Westminster, MD
Mid-Atlantic Basenji Club
Clinic will be at Carroll County Agricultural Center 
in Westminister, MD.  Contact LeeBeth Cranmer at 
lbcranmer@juno.com for more details.   “Come and stay for 
the MABC Basenji FUN Day--Basenji practice match, Basenji 
Fun match with “parts” classes, costume class and race, potluck 
lunch and flea market store. 
Contact LeeBeth Cranmer for more information at 
lbcranmer@juno.com.”

July 14, 2006
Gresham, OR
Willamette Valley Basenji Club Specialty
Contact:  sandy@khadijah.net

July 28, 2006
Ixonia, WI
The Basenji Club of Southeastern Wisconsin will be holding 
a venipuncture clinic in conjunction with its annual specialty 
on Friday, July 28, 2006.  Contact person is: Carrie Jones, 
ankhu@hughes.net, 507-876-9987.  Carrie writes - *Please 
note* my e-mail address has recently changed.  The above listed 
address is my current one.

August 4th & 5th, 2006
Auburn, WA
Evergreen Basenji Club Futurity and Specialty Show
Contact:  Sandy Kernen  sandy@khadijah.net

September 22, 2006
Warwick, RI
Basenji Club of America National Specialty
Contact:  itzyu@prodigy.net
http://www.baystatebasenji.org/

Upcoming Blood Draw Clinics

ALL BREED HEALTH CLINICS

June 9, 2006,  Auburn Hills, MI

Michigan Veterinary Specialists Eye Clinic
Location: Michigan Veterinary Specialists, 3412 e. Walton Blvd., Auburn Hills 
Time: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
CERF: Dr. Ray Morreale, Board Certified Ophthalmologist, $44 
For more information or to make an appointment, please call (248) 354-6660. Appointments Required! Clients should arrive 20 
minutes prior to their appointment time to complete necessary paperwork and bring their AKC registration papers for each pet

August 6, 2006, St. Louis, MO

Golden Retriever Club of Greater St. Louis All Breed Health Clinic
Veterinary Group of Chesterfield 
Eyes-Heart-Hips-Elbows-Patella-Thyroid-Chem 19-Microchip-Tattoo
Time: 8:00 AM-4:00 PM
Pre-registration Only.  Payment due in advance. For Information or appointment contact Sandy Primovic, 314-961-0649, 
cherushgld@earthlink.net. 

August 11, 2006, Auburn Hills, MI 

Michigan Veterinary Specialists Eye Clinic
Location: Michigan Veterinary Specialists, 3412 e. Walton Blvd., Auburn Hills 
Time: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
CERF: Dr. Ray Morreale, Board Certified Ophthalmologist, $44 
For more information or to make an appointment, please call (248) 354-6660. Appointments Required! Clients should arrive 20 
minutes prior to their appointment time to complete necessary paperwork and bring their AKC registration papers for each pet. 
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CH Emerant’s MAGICAL PRANKSTER

Magic finished his AKC championship from the Bred-By Exhibitor class with 5 majors in the toughest 
point schedule in the country, including a BOB over multiple top ten specials. He is an exceptional 
mover with a very powerful rear and lovely layback of shoulder. Magic has been lovingly raised and 
trained by Bryce Hart and will begin his agility career this summer. 

OWNER/Handlers
Bryce L Hart 
Lisa R Hart 

Emerant Basenjis 
425-888-6323 

lisaRhart@comcast.net 

(Multi Can BIS Am/Can CH. Terrarust N Akuaba Jamboree x Emerant’s Elvira)

“MAGIC”

               SIBLINGS BEGIN          
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Ellie earned her AKC championship from 
the Bred-By Exhibitor class finishing in style 
with best of winners and 4 majors. She has 
an exceptional, effortless side gait, without 

wasted motion. Ellie earned her CGC a day after her 6 month birthday, trained and exhibited by first 
time dog owners Dean, Janet and Olivia Huntley. We are planning Ellie’s first litter this year. 

AM/CAN CH Emerant’s JESTER, CGC

“JESTER”

CH Emerant’s ELLUSIVE MIZZCHIF, CGC

Multiple breed winner in the US and Canada, Jester 
earned a Group 4 at the prestigious TRADEX show over 
many top hounds. He finished his championship from 
puppy class with 4 majors including a 4 point major 
at the Western Washington Hound specialty (the day 
after EBC specialty). He finished in the top ten in 
Canada with limited showing and was a Eukanuba 
Championship qualifier. Jester earned two legs to his 
Rally title in 2 trials and will begin agility trials this 
summer. 

“ELLIE”

“MAJOR” CAREERS
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POINT OF VIEW By Heather Tompkins

 For many out there in the 
performance world this has been 
a topic that has been debated 
for years. All of us have our 
opinions on the subject. Some 
of us prefer one over the other, 
some of us like both, but the 
question remains, which is best?  

 
 We all know that ASFA has been around for many more years 
than AKC lure coursing but does that make it better?  There are 
all kinds of movies, toys, vehicles and gadgets that have been re-
made, re-designed and re-vamped by people and organizations 
all over the world, but does that make the original superior to the 
new? 
 In most cases the new and improved is what people desire, the 
faster and easier the better. But what about the new versions that 
for the most part shadow the old except for a few minor details? Is 
this something we desire or just accept? 
 People in lure coursing have a number of opinions. Some say 
that AKC just copied what ASFA did and changed a few things. 
Again, isn’t this what James Cameron did? His version of the 
Titanic is much like the movies that came before it, in fact some 
of the dialogue is even word for word, but I don’t recall any sort 
of romance or mention of a “heart of the ocean” before. This being 
said, didn’t the movie make millions, even billions now that it is 
readily available on video? I don’t think I heard anyone calling 
him a copycat. No one I know refused to see the movie because he 
had taken what someone else did and changed it a bit and made it 
his own. The majority of the world loved it. It was one of the years, 
maybe even decade’s best films.  So why does AKC get such a bad 
rap for doing the same thing? Is what they did so unlike that of 
James Cameron and many like him?

What is the difference?
 To truly discuss the topic we must take a look at the differences 
in the two organizations.
  In ASFA, to become certified to run, your hound must run 
blanketed with another hound, preferably of the same breed 
or running style, at least one course of 500 yards and show no 
inclination to interfere with the other hound. This certification can 
be waived if your hound has obtained a coursing or racing title 
from another recognized organization approved by the ASFA. 
In AKC, the hound must run alone on two different dates before 
two different judges, completing a 600 yard course with a 
minimum of 4 turns, and it must be done with enthusiasm and 
without interference. 
 Now look at the comparison. Both are meant to show that your 
hound will run the course and be intent on the lure. ASFA requires 
they run with another hound but not interfere and AKC requires 
they run alone and be intent. So the main difference here is alone 

or together. Some people say they don’t like AKC because their 
hound won’t run alone. This brings up the question , if your hound 
won’t run alone, does this means that your hound simply follows 
by example or does it mean that the hound is not really following 
the lure, just the other hound? Many, I have heard, believe the 
latter of the two. Therefore, the AKC run ensures your hound is 
truly intent on the lure and not the influences of the other hound.  
But what is right? 
 The second difference is that ASFA requires just one run of 
500 yards;  AKC requires two of 600 with at least 4 turns. Not 
too much of a difference except the obvious yardage and number 
of runs.  Which is better? If you run just once and your hound 
does fine on the lure with the hound you are certifying with, then 
what keeps the owner from (1) knowing if it is truly the lure they 
are chasing and (2) what if your hound is okay with this running 
companion and not the next in a real trial? The other side is that if 
your hound runs fine alone and chases the lure intently twice, how 
will you know how he will react running the same course with 
another dog present or for that matter, two? 

Changing the rules
 Effective January 1, 2005 AKC no longer accepts titles from 
other organizations to bypass the need for the JC certification. 
Many people have a problem with this as it is still allowable in 
ASFA. The reason stems mainly from the difficulty in obtaining 
the necessary document or documents proving that your hound 
really has the titles from other organizations. 
 Let’s say that someone comes out onto the field the day of the 
trial and wants to enter, stating that their dog has the necessary 
title to bypass the JC and wants to run in the trial. The secretary is 
overwhelmed that day and she has a million and one things on her 
mind and the trial is already running behind. She has this person 
fill out the entry form and puts this person’s hound in the open 
stake. The day goes well and the hound places best of breed, great, 
right? Wrong. Turns out that the hound really doesn’t have the title 
the owner said they did and you find out after the trial is over. 
Your hound was the next in line and in all actuality your hound 
should be best of breed. Maybe this means that you could get that 
major that you needed to get your hound’s field championship. You 
would fight it, right? Of course you would, but where to start?
 Let me tell you from personal experience what you would need 
to do. First, you have to contact the lure coursing department and 
speak to someone about the placements in the trial. Let them know 
the situation and all that occurred. They then need you to make 
sure that the hound did not in fact have the title the owner said it 
did. This means contacting the other organization and having the 
records keeper check to see if the hound in question has the title 
its owner said it did.  If it does not, explain to the records keeper 
why you need this information, and ask her to send you some sort 
of notification that it doesn’t and explain to her why you need this 
info. Once you receive it you have to write a letter stating that the 

  
       That is the question.
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“...performing in the fast lane.”

FC Tompkins Cruzin for a Bruzin, SC, FCh, JOR

Bruiser

Daisy

Dena

Brenna

Tompkins Crazy for Daisies, JC, GRC, JOR

Tompkins Breezin Bayou, JC

Asling’s Jungle Gardenia, SC

Heather Tompkins
Indianapolis, Indiana

www.tompkinsbasenjis.com
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hound doesn’t have the title and that they were not even eligible to 
run on the day of the trial making their placement void. Then you 
request that the hounds in the next order of merit be moved up. 
The whole process may take several months and finally your dog 
gets credit for the win. Thinking about it in this sense puts a new 
perspective on the topic. Having the title to be able to wave is nice; 
it can make things much easier, but sometimes it makes things for 
other people even more difficult. 

Points will be Points
 Another minor difference in ASFA and AKC is the points 
system. 
 There is not much of a difference here. Basically ASFA 
judges on a higher point system than AKC and therefore the pre-
slip carries a higher penalty. The main difference is the overall 
ability score in AKC. I have heard it said that this is not a desirable 
trait on which to judge. Meaning that if your hound does well in 
follow but not in speed and the other hound does well in both, 
your hound can still be scored well above the other hound because 
they got higher points in overall ability, making those that had a 
faster hound upset that their hound did not place higher than yours. 
This type of scoring places a lot of judges under the guillotine for 
criticism. So which is better?  Some will say that they don’t like 
the overall ability score, others like the fact that their hound scores 
better based on the fact that it was better at everything combined 
as opposed to just being faster.

A title by any other name
 We all know that titles are for us. The hounds don’t know and 
frankly don’t care. So for our next difference we will look at the 
titles our hounds can get from our two organizations. 
 First there is ASFA. Your main titles in ASFA are simple, the 
Field Champion and Lure Courser of Merit.  
 In AKC your first title is your certification title, or Junior 
Courser.  Next is the Senior Courser and the Master Courser, all 
pertaining to the amount of running your dogs does. Then comes 
the points and wins. These titles are the Field Champion and the 
Lure Courser Excellent.
 And now to compare once again, it seems to me that the 
Field Champion in ASFA is not that hard to obtain. Your hound 
needs either 2 first placements or 1 first placement and 2 second 
placements and 100 points. Meaning that your biggest hurdle if 
you have a breed other than whippets is the number of points you 
need. Most other breeds have only a few breed entries in most 
of the trials in my region, making it difficult to get many points 
at one trial. The first and second placements are easy. You really 
only need you and one other hound available to get either 2 firsts 
or 2 seconds or a first and a second. Boy, that was easy, huh?! As 
long as you go to enough trials in your area you can get the points 

needed in no time. The Lure Courser of Merit can be harder to get 
only because you need 300 points to obtain it, but again the four 
first placements are not that difficult.
 Now let’s look at AKC. Obviously the JC, SC and MC are 
just qualifying runs, but it makes things a little sweeter when your 
hound gets those nice little titles in between the more difficult 
ones. The AKC Field Champion is a bit more difficult. Your hound 
must have at least 15 points and 2 three point majors to get his 
FC. Meaning that not only must there be at least 3 or more dogs in 
competition besides yours, but your hound must be good enough 
to beat those other hounds. We all know that there can be some 
tough competition out there, and it takes some hounds years to get 
their FC. The Lure Courser Excellent comes after the FC with an 
additional 45 championship points. Here is where I want to get into 
my next comparison. 

Stakes of our lives
 Stakes, as we all know, are the classes that our hounds run in 
when competing. There is very little difference in the stakes when 
comparing ASFA and AKC. However, the point I want to make is 
not in the stakes themselves but in the participation limitations in 
those stakes, mainly in the Open stake.
 In ASFA there are three regular stakes: Open, Field Champion 
and Veteran. Open is available to those hounds that have received 
their certification and are not yet a Field Champion. The Field 
Champion stake is available to ASFA Field Champions of record 
and the Veteran stake is available to hounds six years or older, 
except for Irish Wolfhounds which may be 5 years old.  AKC has 
three stakes as well: Open, Special, and Veteran. Open is available 
to hounds with a JC title and Field Champions. The Specials stake 
is available to Field Champions of Record, and Veteran is available 
to hounds of a certain age to compete with hounds of their ability. 
 Now here is where the difference lies: the open stake.  In 
ASFA only hounds who have not obtained their Field Champion 
title can run in the open stake. In AKC any hound can run in open. 
It is open to every hound regardless of age or status. 
The advantage is that if you have a hound that thus far has not 
cheated and cut corners, you can opt to continue to run in the 
open stake in an attempt to keep him from learning this undesired 
behavior. 
 You may also be one of those owners who has a hound that just 
simply screws around with one certain hound for whatever reason 
and they need to be separated.  It makes things difficult when you 
spend all that money on entries and gas to travel there and the 
other hound shows up. If you are at an ASFA trial you are out 
of luck. Your hound and this hound are both Field Champions.   
There are plenty of other hounds of your breed there and your 
hound gets along with them just fine and never has problems, but 
there is that chance that you could be drawn with the one you don’t 
want to run with, and as luck has it, that is how it usually goes.  
You have now wasted gas money, entry fee money and unless you 
have another hound to run, your whole trip.  
 Well, not if you are at an AKC trial.  Here, all you have to do 
is move your hound to the open stake.  The only time you need to 
worry is if your hound and this hound place first in their classes. 
You just have to forfeit to him or hope he does to you, but at least 
you didn’t drive all that way for nothing.

Agree to Disagree?
 So now that we know the main differences can we better make 

ASFA POINTS SYSTEM AKC POINTS SYSTEM
Enthusiasm = 15 pts. Follow = 10 pts.
Follow = 15 pts. Speed = 10 pts. 
Speed = 25 pts. Agility = 10 pts. 
Agility = 25 pts. Endurance = 10 pts.
Endurance = 20 pts. Overall Ability = 10 pts.
Total =100 pts.  Total =50 pts. 
Pre-slip = 1-10 pts penalty. Pre-slip = 1-5 pts penalty.
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 Some of us do need to agree just to disagree.  Lots of times it 
ends up that way, but the next time you find yourself discussing the 
never-ending debate of ASFA or AKC, just remember to keep an 
open mind. If people didn’t strive to try new things and go the extra 
mile, we would still be riding around in horse-drawn carriages or 
watching television in black and white. 
 To the dogs, running is running. They don’t know the 
difference; why should we make such a big deal out of it? They 
know that they are having a great time and that is why we are out 
there in the first place, right?

EDITOR’S NOTE:  If you have a point of view you would like to 
share, please send your article to me at albasenji@rockriver.net

a decision? I say maybe. We all still have our own opinions and 
tastes, but I am hoping that by seeing some of the subtle differences, 
you may change your mind just a little before criticizing either 
one. They both have good points and bad. Just like anything else 
out there, there is always going to be some picking on the new kid. 
AKC gave us the chance to try something that was familiar to us 
with just a few little twists. 
 Are we that afraid of the new? Can we not accept that just 
because someone comes out with something that mimics the 
original but for a few details, it can still be fun? Perhaps. I hope so. 
I am one of those that like both. I don’t see why for some people it 
has to be one or the other. If your hound is good at running and has 
fun, get over the politics. Most of the times the same people that 
run with you in ASFA are going to be there at AKC, and you have 
fun with them. They will be just as fun to be with anywhere else.  

Willamette Valley Basenji Club - January 19
Dallas-Ft. Worth Basenji Club - March 24
*Basenji Club of Northern California - May 20
    www.norcalbasenjis.org
Basenji Club of Cincinnati - May 26 & May 27

Butler Country Fairgrounds, Hamilton, OH
Superintendent -   MB-F Inc., mbf@infodog.com
Specialty Chairperson - Rita Ross, rross@fuse.net
Closing Date May 10, 2006

Friday, May 26 - 
Breed Judge: Mr. Joseph Tomey
African Stock Exhibition: Ms. Karla Schreiber
Saturday, May 27 - 
Sweepstakes Judge: Mrs. Iris Craven
Breed Judge: Mr. Jon Curby
Jr. Showmanship: Mr. Joseph Tomey
Puppy Match and picnic after Saturday specialty.

Greater Chicagoland Basenji Club - June 17
Lake County Fairgrounds, Grayslake, IL
Specialty Chair/Sec. - Sue Joyner, ms_joyner@comcast.net, 
815-485-8592
Sweepstakes Judge - Ms. Bryna Comsky
Breed Judge - Ms. Patricia Brenner Leakey

Willamette Valley Basenji Club - July 14
Basenji Club of Southeastern Wisconsin - July 28

Western Waukesha County Dog Training Club, Ixonia, WI 
Specialty Chairman/Secretary - Lisa Marshall, brkls@wi.rr.com
Puppy/Veteran Sweepstakes - Ms. Katie Campbell
Conformation/Jr. Showmanship - Mrs. Jeraldeen Crandall

Evergreen Basenji Club - August 4 & August 5
www.basenji.org/ebc/activities.html 

BASENJI CLUB OF AMERICA, INC.
2006 Specialties

The following dates are from AKC’s corresponding date table based on the affiliated club’s 2005 specialty date(s) unless otherwise notified of 
change of date by appropriate affiliated club liaison. Information regarding venue, judges, show secretary/superintendent, etc. is updated as it is 
received from affiliated club liaisons.

* Events listed are considered pending AKC approval until notification of approval received from the appropriate affiliated club liaison.  Last update received 
March 1, 2006.

Hoosier Basenji Club - August 19
Basenji Club of Northern California - October 21

www.norcalbasenjis.org
Event Secretary Judy Wilson, 916-923-6360, 
judywilson-ss@sbcglobal.net
Sweepstake Judge - Ms. Camille Bakker
Regular Class Judge - Mary Beth Arthur

Basenji Club of Greater Phoenix - November 24

SUPPORTED ENTRY – LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY SHOWS
BCOA Supported Entry  
Lexington Kennel Club 

Saturday, September 2, 2006
This BCOA Supported Entry is part of the Bluegrass Cluster of shows 
being held August 31 - September 4, at the Kentucky Horse Park, 
Lexington, KY. For more information about the shows visit www.
onofrio.com.  Basenji judges for the shows are:

Thursday, August 31  
Lexington Kennel Club 
Mr. George Heitzman
Friday, September 1 

Northern Kentucky Kennel Club 
Mrs. Houston Clark

Saturday, September 2, BCOA Supported Entry 
Lexington Kennel Club 

Mrs. Carol O’Bryant
Sunday, September 3 

Northern Kentucky Kennel Club 
Mr. Houston Clark

Monday, September 4 
Mid-Kentucky Kennel Club 

Mr. Christopher Tilghman Neale
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 One of the most critical jobs in the dog show biz is the 
ring steward…the unsung hero, that person who fades in to the 
background once you enter the ring.  Do people ever ask “Who 
was the ring steward,” when you cite that big win?  No, of course 
not.  The ring steward is like that finely tuned equestrian team – the 
performance of the horse is so magnificent that you don’t even 
notice the rider.  The flow of the show ring should be so smooth, 
flow so well you don’t even notice how carefully it’s managed.
 But then one might ask, “How hard can this job be, anyway?  
Hand out some arm bands, call in the classes as printed in the 
catalog and set out the ribbons for the judge?  A trained monkey 
could do the job, right?”  
 Well, I am not a trained monkey and I wouldn’t know how 
to go about even training a monkey to handle this job.  I like to 
ring steward; I like to have a bird’s eye view when the dogs are 
being examined and moved; I like to understand the challenges 
each breed faces when being exhibited.  On the flip side of these 
rewards are the never ending needs for a good sense of humor; an 
endless patience, and quick wit to keep the ring flowing.
 Occasionally I volunteer for this job and recently had the good 
fortune to co-ring steward at a local all-breed show.  The icing 
on the cake was discovering the officiating judge was someone I 
greatly admire, Patricia Hastings.  
 For those of you who have never volunteered to ring steward 
this commentary will give you a little insight to the demands and 
rewards of the job.  Ring stewards have the heavy responsibility 
for keeping the show ring running smoothly and on time all day 
long.
 These hard workers report to the show superintendent to pick 
up their ring materials -- the arm band numbers, the allotted number 
of ribbons and prizes for the assignments, pens, judge’s book, 
and steward badges.  Since exhibitors need arm band numbers in 
readiness for their breed’s assigned judging time, ring stewards 
need to be present much earlier than the start of judging.
 Sandy and I were assigned Ring 3 at 9:00 a.m. which really 
translates to 8:30 with the table set up complete by 8:45.  Chief 
Ring Stewards make every attempt to accommodate their ring 
stewards when it comes to exhibiting their own dogs.  Our breed 
was slated first in the judging order for the 8:00 am time slot the 
logic being that the basenjis would be finished judging by 8:30, 
giving us plenty of time to put our dogs away and get to the ring.  
That would work if my van was parked in the building right next to 
the gate.  The reality was that the dogs had to be schlepped across 
this huge exhibition building and then walked umpteen rows across 
the parking lot.  Sandy and I divided up the chores, with me taking 
the dogs to the van and her rushing to the superintendent’s table to 
grab the Ring 3 bag.
 By the time I walked in to ring 3, Sandy had finished sorting 
the arm bands by breed order and had already handed out several 
numbers.  When two people handle a ring, the duties are divided 
with the intent of efficiency.  Sandy took the job of handing out 
arm bands, marking ‘Absent’ on those numbers not picked up, 
and setting out the ribbons and prizes for the judge.  I called the 
exhibitors in to the ring, instructed them where to stand; noted the 
class placements in my book; and called first place recipients in 

each class back in the ring for Winners Dog or Bitch. 
 When Mrs. Hastings arrived, we went over her ring protocol 
which can vary from judge to judge.  Our judge wanted everyone 
to line up by in catalog order; she pointed to the specific location 
for exhibitors to set up their dogs; and instructed me to have 
the dogs in front of bitches for BOB.  The judging assignment 
covered several Working group breeds which meant we wouldn’t 
be jockeying an exam table back and forth through the gate.
 As the judge was sorting through each class, Sandy and I faded 
to the background.  She continued to hand out arm band numbers, 
but I had an opportunity to watch the dogs being judged.  As far 
as I was concerned I had the better of the two jobs.  Sandy kept 
getting distracted by exhibitors for other breed assignments.
 Our first breed was Boxers with a fairly good sized entry with 
several classes.  A woman approached us requesting the arm band 
for her ‘Special.”  At her hip stood her Boxer.  Both Sandy and I 
looked puzzled. We only had one Boxer special entered and its 
number had been picked up earlier.  “Is this a move-up?” we asked.  
“No,” she indignantly replied.  A bit more discussion ensued about 
the arm band number and I finally told the woman, “Ma’am, our 
catalog only shows one Boxer special and we don’t have any other 
arm bands for this breed.”  “Boxer!!”  she retorted.  “I have a  
Doberman special!”  At that point, we looked down at the dog by 
her hip and back at the woman, gave her the kind of smile that 
stretches across your clinched teeth and replied, “Okay, we can 
help you with that,” as we both flipped the pages of our catalog.
 I am reminded of one ring steward working another ring that 
day who was approached by a handler who said, “I need Casey’s 
number.”  Not being intuitive, she smiled and asked, “And what 
breed and class would Casey be?”  The exhibitor actually looked 
surprised that the ring steward was not familiar with her dog.
 Several of the breeds assigned to the judge were good sized 
entries.  One breed, in particular, comes to mind as it had several 
classes of both dogs and bitches.  One lady stood near the gate with 
her Sammy bitch.  About seven classes in to the judging, I called the 
arm band numbers for her class.  She looked, wavered a bit, gave 
me an uncertain look, and then stammered, “Well…where am I 
supposed to stand?”  Swallowing phrases that burbled in my throat 
like “Where the last seven classes have stood,” I simply smiled 
and gave her the instructions.  Ring stewards give out the same 
directions over and over through the day and not uncommonly to 
the same handlers who have just switched dogs for the next class.
 The real trick to keeping the flow is the methods used to keep 
the classes moving.  A judge is expected to examine 25 dogs an 
hour.  They usually know their job and if given the classes in a 
timely manner can move seamlessly from one breed to the next in 
the allotted time.  The key word is timely because we are dealing 
with people.  The dogs just follow along and it is the rare occasion 
when the dog is holding up the show.
 The secret is to know when to call the next class as the last one 
finishes.  With some breeds, you can call handlers for the next class 
in the ring as the placement winners from the last class are exiting.  
For other breeds, it might be better to get the last class clear of 
the gate before calling the next one.  Sometimes this decision 
is made based on the nature of the beast, other times the call is 

KEEPING THE FLOW FLOWING
   …Confessions of a Ring Steward by Wanda Pooley
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made because of the size of the breed.  A class of Saint Bernards 
exiting the ring while another class is entering takes some tricky 
maneuvering.  For this breed it’s best to wait for one class to exit 
before calling the next.  
 Delays occur when a handler has more than one entry and has 
to make a dog change.  If the exhibitor is lucky, someone is holding 
the other dog in readiness, but more likely the first dog has to be 
returned to its crate and the other pulled out.  That day added to the 
mix was a pro handler with at least four entries in one breed plus 
his BOB special.  We all stood tolerantly – judges seem to have 
endless patience with exhibitors.  Our judge always had a ready 
smile and would say, “No rush, we have plenty of time.”
 Assuring the judge will have plenty of time is, in great part, 
the ring steward’s responsibility.  Paying attention to the judging, 
marking the catalog, getting the handlers in the ring, keeping track 
of those second place class winners for Reserve recognition are 
integral to keeping the flow.
 Lunch time rolls around and ring stewards get to eat the “good 
stuff.”  No standing in line at the food vendor stand, no sir.  We 
get to join the judges for lunch.  Typically, 45 minutes are allowed 
for this meal.  Ahhh…to sit down and rest the weary legs after 
standing all morning is truly a treat.  Oh, did I say 45 minutes?  
I really meant the judges get 45 minutes.  Ring Stewards need 
to be handing out arm band numbers about 15 minutes prior to 
the judging time.  Our lunch is shortened to accommodate the 
exhibitors.  Moreover, our dogs have been sitting in the van all 
morning and deserve a break from their crates for a bit of exercise.  

Again, Sandy and I split up – me to walk the dogs and her to get 
the next round of ring materials from the superintendent.
 The bonus moments come when the judge gets a break between 
assignments.  She finished the first assignment with 20 minutes 
to spare before the next one started and I was dying to ask some 
questions.  Patricia Hastings is renowned for her seminars.  One of 
the most fascinating to me is the Puppy Puzzle.  In her career she 
has examined 24,000 eight-week old puppies.  It wasn’t long in to 
our conversation before she was sketching anatomy on the back 
of an envelope.  If you think you know it all, you haven’t seen 
enough, in my opinion.  After racking up all those years evaluating 
dogs, Pat Hastings readily admits she is always learning new things 
about the world of canines.
 The day passes quickly.  When the last dog is judged and the 
photographer clicks the last shot, we are all appreciative of the 
day’s results.  It is a demanding, but rewarding experience.  The 
judge is happy; she is on time; her ring ran smoothly; and she has 
an opportunity to relax before getting to her group assignments.  
For us, it’s time to find our other friends 
who have taken assignments in other 
rings.  We share stories of our day’s work 
and face that moment of truth when the 
Chief Ring Steward approaches with the 
question, “Will you be willing to do this 
again next year?”  “Sure,” we chime, 
“Put my name down.”
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CH Hacker’s Hyde and Zeke, JC
Born: 12/10/03

CH Hacker-Rwandas Night Light X CH Hackers New Vision 

Zeke made us proud 
by finishing his AKC 
title surprisingly fast 
on 5/8/05, overcoming 
the large handicap of 
an owner handling for 
the first time. Thanks 
to everyone who gave 
their advice. It made the 
experience much more 
enjoyable.

Proud Owners: Terry and Lisa Lemberger, Verona, WI 
Breeder: Ann Harrison

Zeke

Photo by Shot On Site

•  Best of Breed at 
the 2005 BCOA 
ASFA field trial

•  Finished 7th ASFA 
Basenji competing in 
only 6 trials.
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 What would life be like, living with a dog that doesn’t bark, a 
dog that thinks it’s a cat, a dog that some claim cries tears. I found 
out what it was like, an experience I’ll remember forever.
 In 1956 I saw a movie that led me to a fascinating relationship 
with the most interesting pet I have ever owned. The movie was 
Good-Bye, My Lady, based on a novel of the same title by James 
Street. I was fascinated by the charming story, but even more so 
by the hauntingly strange creature I saw on the screen: a dog who 
looked more like a cat than a dog, a dog that made a sound more like 
a laugh than a bark, a dog that cloaked itself in regal mystery.   
In 1967, our dachshund died.  In looking through the newspapers 
for another dog, I noticed a kennel that advertised six-month-old 
basenjis for sale. The price was $100, rather steep for my salary as 
a teacher. My two children were rather skeptical about living with 
a rather strange dog, but I was determined to have a basenji.
 And so it was that Gin-Ja’s Hatsheput of Damar-Re, born 
December 30, 1966, to Gin-Ja’s Dawn of Ripsan, sired by Ch. 
Jankay’s Jimmar-Re, entered our lives.
 Tara, as she had been nicknamed by the breeder, was a 
conversation piece. People visiting our house would invariably at 
some point look at her and remark, “That dog is weird.” On hearing 
that, Tara would raise her head haughtily, look just to the side of 
the insulter’s face, and glare out of the corners of her eyes. She did 
not like to be talked about or scolded, and certainly not insulted. 
Then, when she decided to make one of her strange basenji sounds, 
someone would say, “That dog is really weird.”
 Some people claim that basenjis can’t bark. Actually, basenjis 
by nature don’t bark; however, if they are raised around other dogs, 
they will try to imitate the sound their canine companions make. 
We had a very large shepherd-collie mix who definitely barked. So 
what often came out of Tara could be identified as a bark, albeit a 
strange one. Whatever the case, basenjis certainly can growl and 
chortle, and they shriek when startled or hurt.
 I was once told that the reason basenjis don’t bark is because 
they were trained for generations not to bark and so eventually lost 
the ability to make a normal barking sound. This loss of ability 
seems to be corroborated by Evelyn Green, in Your Basenji, who 
cites F. B. Johnson in his book, Basenji: Dog from the Past. Johnson 
found that the physical structure of the larynx of the basenji differs 
from that of other canines, and for this reason the best a basenji 
can utter is what sounds like an abortive bark. Because the basenji 
dates back to at least 3000 B.C., this changed physical structure of 
the larynx could well be an acquired characteristic from centuries 
of being trained not to use their vocal cords. 
 As I mentioned, we had another dog—a very large dog whom 
my son named Felix. Felix loved Tara, and in all their years 
together, his love remained unrequited. He never understood that 
Tara would never in her wildest dreams hobnob with such riffraff. 
He also never understood that, even though he was almost three 
times her size, he could never win an argument.
 Not that Tara didn’t have any non-human friends. Her closest 
buddy was our cat, who might have been a mix of Gray European 
Short Hair and Siamese. We got him from a pet shop. He was a 
pathetic little creature, scrawny beyond belief, but shining through 

was the purest soul we had ever seen. He looked much too young to 
be without a mommy, but the pet-shop owner claimed he was nine 
weeks old. My children insisted he was the one we should adopt, 
and my daughter named him Simon. When we brought the little 
thing home and gave him milk, we noticed he didn’t know how to 
lap up the liquid. We were later told by our veterinarian that Simon 
was probably 
only about four 
weeks old when 
we got him, 
which meant 
he wasn’t yet 
weaned. 
 So here was 
the scenario: 
We had a dog 
who thought 
she was a cat, 
and we had a 
baby kitten who 
had been taken 
away from his 
mother much too early. So instincts and reflexes and preferences 
had a meeting, and the result was that Simon the cat “nursed” on 
Tara the dog for about eight months. Talk about a conversation 
piece!
 Rounding out our menagerie was a parakeet, whom my son 
named Beetrice (because she always looked busy as a bee). Beetrice 
didn’t like her cage, much preferring the open spaces of our house. 
We would often find Beetrice perched on the arm of a chair that 
Tara was sitting in, often “nursing” Simon. At other times Simon 

would be curled 
up inside 
Beetrice’s cage, 
while Beetrice 
was palling 
around with 
Felix or Tara.
 Tara’s cat-
like behaviors 
were astonishing. 
Although she 
didn’t exactly lick 
herself like a cat, 
she kept herself 

very clean, and she was odorless. Like a cat, her favorite places 
to sleep were often on top of things, such as the hearth or picnic 
table. When preparing for or returning from a trip, if I left my half-
packed or unpacked suitcase unattended for a few minutes, I would 
return to find Tara curled up among the clothes. Also, like a cat, she 
never licked people’s hands and faces. I think basenjis see licking 
humans as groveling, an act far beneath their dignity. In fact, Tara’s 
demeanor was so haughty and regal, I could never bring myself to 
put a collar around her neck because it broke  the lines of her body. 

A Mysterious and Regal Conversation Piece
by Martina E. Lewis
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The classic basenji pose that is permanently etched in my mind 
is when she would lie with her sleek body curled, her head erect, 

one pastern 
crossed over 
the other.
 I mentioned 
before that 
Tara was 
independent 
a n d 
affectionate 
on her own 
terms. She 
also was 
very skittish, 
darting about 
like many 
cats do when 
they think 

their space is invaded or when they’re startled. As Uncle Jesse and 
Skeeter noticed about Lady in both the book and the movie, our 
basenji also ran “like greased lightning.” When on occasion she 
escaped through the front door, trying to chase her down became a 
challenge involving me, my children, and various neighbors. Like 
a cat, Tara didn’t feel the need to obey a command to stop or return 
to her home.
 Tara’s ancient breeding as a hunting dog was demonstrated 
one Easter morning. I hid the eggs in the back yard before the 
children awoke. About an hour later, when we went out to gather 
the eggs, we were met on the patio steps by several of them. Tara 
had decided she wanted to join in the fun and got a head start on 
the rest of us. What was amazing was that there was not even a 
hairline crack on a single one of the eggs. It was as if a soft mouth 
were instinctive.
 My son often carried Tara draped around his neck, the way 
Skeeter carries Lady in Good-Bye, My Lady. It is possible that, 
even though my son was only three or four years old when he 
saw the movie, he tucked the memory away in his mind. It is also 
possible he remembered it from the book, which both my son and 
daughter read. It is interesting that in Evelyn Green’s book there 
is a drawing of an African native with a basenji draped around 
his neck. Clearly, the Good-Bye, My Lady filmmakers did their 
homework.
 Knowing and loving Tara was a unique experience. I wouldn’t 
trade my years with her for anything. Evelyn Green is right when 
she cautions anyone considering bringing a basenji into the family 
to be very sure of this decision. But if understood and cared for 
properly, living with a basenji can provide wonderful memories 
that are cherished forever.

Sat. 7/29 Waukesha KC*   Basenji judge Diane Malenfant  
Sun.7/30 Waukesha KC*   Basenji judge Clair (Kitty) Steidel

 *Superintendent Jack Onofrio, 405-427-8181, www.onofrio.com

Mon. 7/31 Burlington WI KC**   Basenji judge Mara Lynn Mercer
Tues. 8/1  Burlington WI KC**  Basenji judge Bernard Fears

** Superintendent MB-F, Inc., 910-379-9352, www.infodog.com

11th 
Annual 

Specialty

Friday, July 28th, 2006
WESTERN WAUKESHA COUNTY DOG TRAINING CLUB

W1314 Cedar Drive, Ixonia, Wisconsin 53036

JUDGES:
Katie Campbell, Seattle, WA

• Puppy and Veteran Sweeps

Jeraldeen Crandall, Banning, CA
• Conformation - regular and non-regular
• Best Bred By Exhibitor
• Junior Showmanship

Plan to attend the rest of the weekend!  
Entries for the specialty and all-breed shows close Wed., 

July 12, 2006

AIR CONDITIONED BUILDING

•  SILENT AUCTION
•  BEST BRED-BY EXHIBITOR COMPETITION
•  FREE BLOOD DRAW CLINIC

Lisa Marshall, Show Chair and Event 
Secretary

414-571-1204, brkls@wi.rr.com

www.bcosw.org - click on “BCOSW Events”

ENTER ONLINE!
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Dolores Brigham

PHOEBE TDX!
Second TDX Basenji ever!

May 1, 2005   Lackawanna K C , PA

Phoebe welcomes her cousin Ruby to the pack.  Thanks to Cindy Griswold for letting us 
have Fly’N Hi Kazor Ruby Lisanne who will try hard to live up to her parents Masi and 

Teaser both multi-talented performance basenjis.

Ch Akuaba Singer at Lisanne VCD2 TDX AX AXJ CGC MVB
•  First Versatile Companion Dog - Basenji

•  First Versatile Companion Dog 2 - Hound

Lisanne Basenjis and Belgian Sheepdogs 
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AKC Legislative Alert
California Bill Would Outlaw 
Field Trials 
[Wednesday, April 26, 2006] 

 Assembly Bill 2110 was recently amended and the new language 
will affect certain AKC sanctioned events. The bill will prohibit 
“live lure coursing,” which is now defined as “a competition in 
which dogs are, by the use of rabbits, hares, or foxes, assessed 
as to skill in hunting live rabbits, hares, or foxes.” AB 2110 will 
effectively outlaw Beagle Field Trials, Basset Hound Field Trials 
and Dachshund Field Trials within the state of California. 
 The original intent of AB 2110 was to outlaw “live lure 
coursing,” defined as “any activity in which a dog is left untethered 
and allowed to track and pursue any rabbit, hare, or fox and that 
results in the injury or death of the rabbit, hare, or fox.” In AKC 
sanctioned events dogs trail the scent of an animal, but they do not 
kill the animal.
 As amended, AB 2110 threatens the rights of Beagle, Bassett 
Hound, and Dachshund breeders and owners to prove the merits 
of their dogs as true working hounds, capable of performing tasks 
for which these breeds were originally developed. Individuals 
dedicated to continuing and refining the innate abilities of these 
scenthound breeds deserve the right to continue their pursuits, 
which in no way threaten the native rabbits tracked only by scent.
 AB 2110 now eliminates that right and should be vigorously 
opposed by everyone committed to purebred dogs and working 
field trails, regardless of their personal breed. 
 California fanciers, field trial participants and concerned 
dog owners are encouraged to immediately contact their 
Assemblymember to express opposition to this new definition of 
“live lure coursing.”  Ask your representative to ensure that the bill 
is amended so that it will not negatively impact field trials which 
are enjoyed by so many, and which do not bring harm to the rabbits 
that are tracked. 

What You Can Do:

• Contact the bill sponsor and voice your opposition to AB 
2110.  Ask her to withdraw the bill from consideration. 

The Honorable Loni Hancock 
State Capitol 
Room 4126 
Sacramento, CA 94249-0014 
(916) 319-2014 

• Contact your own Assemblymember to express your 
concerns.  To find out who represents you in California, 
visit: http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/yourleg.html. 

• Watch AKC's Web site for further updates.  AB 2110 is 
now headed to the Assembly Appropriations Committee 
and we will post an update when a hearing date is 
announced. 

For more information on this or other legislative issues, please 
contact the Canine Legislation department (doglaw@akc.org). 
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 The worst a Hershey bar 
can do to you is add an 
inch to your hips. But 
that same candy – 
even in relatively small 
amounts – can make a 
dog or cat very sick. Make 
no mistake: For them, chocolate is poison.  
 In addition to a high fat content, chocolate 
contains caffeine and theobromine, two 
different types of stimulants that affect the 
central nervous system and the heart muscle, as 
well as increasing the frequency of urination.  
 
Symptoms of Poisoning
 If your 50-pound dog gets his paws on a single 
chocolate-chip cookie, it probably won’t cause him serious 
problems. However, if he gobbles up more – a pan of 
brownies, say – he may develop vomiting or diarrhea.  
 Once toxic levels are reached, the stimulants kick 
in, and this is when you really have to worry. Symptoms 
include: restlessness, hyperactivity, muscle twitching, 
increased urination and/or excessive panting. If your pet 
isn’t treated, he could go into a seizure – possibly even die. 

How Much Is Toxic?
 The amount of chocolate that it takes to poison your pet 
depends on the type of chocolate he’s eaten and his weight. White 
chocolate has the least amount of stimulants and baking chocolate 
or cocoa beans have the highest. Here is a list of the most common 
sources of chocolate and the amount that leads to toxicity:

•    White Chocolate. 
 Mild signs of toxicity can occur when 45 ounces per pound of 
body weight is ingested. Severe toxicity occurs when 90 ounces 
per pound of body weight is ingested. This means that a 20-pound 
dog would need to ingest at least 55 pounds of white chocolate to 
cause nervous system signs. A 10-pound cat would need to ingest 
27 pounds. Yes, that is twenty seven pounds! White chocolate has 
very little real chocolate in it. Therefore, the levels of caffeine and 
theobromine are very low. Tremendous amounts of white chocolate 
need to be ingested in order to cause toxic signs from chocolate. It 
is highly unlikely that white chocolate ingestion will result in the 
toxic neurologic signs but, the severe gastrointestinal effects from 
a high fat food develop with much less white chocolate ingestion.

•    Milk Chocolate. 
     Mild signs of toxicity can occur 

when 0.7 ounces per pound of body 
weight is ingested. Severe signs 
occur when 2 ounces per pound of 

body weight is ingested. This means 
that a little less than one pound of milk 

chocolate can be toxic to the nervous 
system of a 20-pound dog. A 10-pound cat 

would need to ingest 1/2 pound.

•    Semi-Sweet Chocolate. 
 Mild signs of toxicity can occur when 1/3 ounce per pound 
of body weight is ingested. Severe signs occur when 1 ounce 
per pound of body weight is ingested. This means that as little 
as 6 ounces of semi-sweet chocolate can be toxic to the nervous 
system of a 20-pound dog. A 10-pound cat would need to ingest 3 
ounces.

•    Instant Cocoa. 
 Mild signs of toxicity can occur when 1/3 ounce per pound 
of body weight is ingested. Severe signs occur when 1 ounce 
per pound of body weight is ingested. This means that as little 
as 6 ounces of semi-sweet chocolate can be toxic to the nervous 
system of a 20-pound dog. A 10-pound cat would need to ingest 3 
ounces.

•    Baking Chocolate. 
 Mild  signs  of  toxicity can occur when 0.1 ounce per 
pound  of  body weight   is  ingested.  Severe  signs occur 
when 0.3 ounce per pound of body weight is ingested. Two 
small one-ounce squares of baking   chocolate can be toxic to 
a 20-pound dog. A 10-pound cat would need to ingest 1 ounce 
of baking chocolate. This type of chocolate has the highest 
concentration of caffeine and theobromine and very little 
needs to be ingested before signs of illness become apparent. 
 
 Even if your pet doesn’t eat enough chocolate to induce toxicity, 
the candy’s high fat content may cause him to vomit or have diarrhea 
at much smaller amounts than those shown. If that happens, watch 
him carefully. If his symptoms don’t clear up within eight hours, 
call your veterinarian (if your pet is very small or young, call within 
four hours); aside from toxicity issues, you don’t want the animal to 
dehydrate. Try to be as precise as you can about the type of chocolate 
the animal ate, how much he ate and approximately when he ate it.  
 The sooner you get help, the better off your pet will be. If the 
animal is showing signs of toxicity, he has a good prognosis if he’s 
treated within four to six hours of ingestion. The effects of the 
chocolate can linger for 12 to 36 hours, though, so your pet may 
require hospitalization.

CAUGHT ON THE ‘NET

Why Dogs Can’t Eat Chocolate   
by: Dr. Dawn Ruben

“Two small one-
ounce squares of baking 

chocolate can be toxic to a 
20-pound dog”
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CLUB COLUMNS

Goings On from the 
Basenji Club of Northern 
California 

 from Pat Fragassi, Secretary 

 The BCONC fund raiser for Stuffed 
Basenji Toys has been an overwhelming success, selling out both 
the Reds and the Tris. We are very proud of our Stuffed B-Toys 
(The Windigo Harbor Media are not our toys). We are excited that 
many of you have found them to be as cute and lovable as we 
have... The Black & White basenjis should be shipping by the time 
you receive this issue of the Bulletin, with the Brindles next to 
come. 
 
 On April 1, 2006 BCONC held an Obedience/Rally Trial and 
workshop... and true to form as an April Fools joke, it rained some 
of the time and yes, we were outdoors. We had a great turn out and 
a fun day. Thanks to all the members that supported this venture. 

Obedience & Rally Trial Results 
Judge: Alvin Eng 

Obedience: 

1st Novice B & High In Trial: Ch Tanza’s Almazi 
Madini,CD,RN,SC,CGC - owned by Ann Paterson-Hine 

Rally: 

Novice A 
1st - DC Sherwood’s In The Nick Of Time - Lisa Voss 
   (and new RN) 
Novice B 
1st - Ch Tanza’s Almazi Madini,CD,RN,SC,CGD 
2nd - Arubmec’s Sweet Seth - Michael & Linda Martin 
3rd - Jamaa-Tanza Makindu,JC,RN 

Upcoming Events: 

May 20, 2006 - Spring Specialty Show, Vallejo, Ca 
June 3, 2006 - Annual Puppy Match 

We also are planning a blood draw and already have over 40 
committed 

June 4, 2006 - AKC All Breed Test and Lure Trial 
October 21, 2006 - Fall Specialty Show 

For information on BCONC please visit our web site at
www.norcalbasenjis.org 

Hi-Country Basenji Club 
Puppy Party     March 2006

 After postponing the Puppy Party 2 times because the weather 
was bad, we had a party with 11 Basenji puppies (well, 4 are half 
Basenji and half??).  It is so 
much fun seeing the puppies 
playing in the yard.  They run, 
chase each other and get petted 
and held by club members.  It 
is a great day as everyone gets 
their ‘puppy fix’.  The little 
half Basenji girls are smaller 
than the full Basenji puppies 
and they would get a bit 
intimidated when the full Bs would chase them.  So, they would 
run to the nearest person and jump in the person’s lap.  An adult 
female joined in the fun.  We did have a pileup of puppies once they 

were tired.  It is always 
an enjoyable day.  Go to 
our website (www.hi-
countrybasenji.org) for 
more pictures.  Click on 
Recent Events.
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Dallas-Fort Worth 
Basenji Club  
          by Karlene Schoonover

 With the arrival of spring came our annual DFWBC Basenji 
Fun Run, a light introduction to lure coursing through practice 
runs on a short coursing field, slightly over 300 yards.  Club 
members Sam and Deann Haggard generously open their ranch 
for this event, and provide our members and friends with burgers, 
hot dogs and Deeann’s traditional Bunny Cake.  This has become 
the most popular event on our annual calendar, surpassing even 
our Basenj-i-limpics and Basenji Pool Party.  This year we had 
twenty Basenjis and their people attending.  After their runs, the 
dogs played together in a large fenced area next to the ranch house 
while people enjoyed the barbecue.  Mother Nature must be a 
Basenji person, because the weather was perfect – not too hot, not 
too cool, not too windy!
 A few weeks prior to the Fun Run we held our 2006 Specialty, 
held in conjunction with the Texas Combined Specialty Association.  
Our entry was consistent with last year at 22 basenjis. 
 The DWBC has also experienced a surge in membership over 
the past few months.  New members are especially welcome right 
now as we prepare for hosting the 2008 BCOA National Specialty.  
Renewal time is almost here for our long-time members, as is our 
annual election of officers as our operating year comes to a close 
in June.  
 2005/06 has been a year of small, slow transitions for our 
organization, and this process will continue into the next operating 
year.  These changes have been prompted by growth and by the 
time they are complete, we will be a much more active and dynamic 
organization offering something for Basenji owners interested in 
all areas of dog sport, competition and companionship.

INDIAN 
NATIONS 

CLUB 
COLUMN

 Indian Nations Basenji Club 
will be hosting their first independent basenji specialty Nov. 2 
in Tulsa, OK.   This has been a long standing  endeavor of the 
club and is finally coming to fruition.  There will be Puppy and 
Veteran Sweeps, as well as regular classes, Stud dog and Brood 
bitch classes.  Judges have been selected and trophies are being 
worked on.  If you would like to sponsor trophies for a particular 
class that would be great.  Donations can be paid through Paypal 
to inbasenji@yahoo.com
 Trophy donations for sweeps and regular classes are $15.00 
per class.   
 Winners dog, Winners Bitch, Best of Winners & Best of 
Opposite Sex are $20.00, BOB is $25.00.  There will also be a 
special “Hoo Award” for the Best Veteran with art work by Shirley 
Jones.  Our first specialty will be dedicated to our long time 
member and friend, Shirley Jones. 
Sweepstakes judge will be Wanda Pooley. 
Regular classes Judge will be Dorothy Hutchinson.
  Jack Onofrio will be the Superintendent.  There will be three 
days of conformation shows on Nov. 3, 4 and 5th at the same 
location.  
Start making your plans now to join us in Tulsa for some Oklahoma 
Hospitality and help INBC celebrate their first Independent 
specialty. 
 For more information, please contact Kathy Boyd at 
kasendo@aol.com or Linda Stilwell at lurcorsr@sbcglobal.net. 

Greater 
Chicagoland 
Basenji Club

by Arnieta Kurtz

  One of the founding members 
of the G.C.B.C. died on April 8, 
2006.. Some people may remember 

the name Bill Boehm of Ericonji Basenjis. He was 72 years old. 
Bill got his first basenji in 1957 after reading Good-by My Lady.  
His first basenji was Kiki, Ch. Ericonji Rubigold, who became his 
foundation bitch. She was by Ch. Rhosenji’s Beau, out of Lepper’s 
Orange Pekoe, names we do not hear very often these days. She 
had her first litter while Bill was still in college. She was bred to 
Ch. Tenji’s Ebony Warrior and produced two champions for Bill’s 
growing kennel—Ch. Ericonji’s Ebony Mist and Ch. Ericonji’s 
Black Flasher, CD. 
 Bill worked as a baggage handler near his home by Midway 
Airport while going to school, and got his engineering degree 
from IIT. Then he moved to Northbrook, IL, and built his kennel 

in 1961. He married his second wife (Joyce, now Banderman) in 
1963. They had one daughter, Stormy. He had three children from 
his first marriage. 
 Bill actually hunted birds with his basenjis. In 1963 Bill and 
Gwen Stanich decided to buy the well-known English champion 
Andersley Atlantic from Mrs. Anderson. Lannie was a son of Ch. 
Kingolo, and a grandson of Kindu and Kasenji. He lived at Ericonji 
and finished his American title at the age of 10 years. He was sire 
of the year at 13 ½ years old. 
 In the early sixties basenjis always had a large entry at the 
benched Chicago International K. C. show every April. At the 
1964 show the G.C.B.C. was born. Bill and Joyce were joined by 
eight other basenji fanciers. Bill was the first president. 
 The first G.C.B.C. matches were held at Ericonji Kennels. This 
June will mark the 32nd specialty & sweepstakes for the club. 
 Ericonji dogs were the foundation for several Midwest 
kennels, including Kendene, Jowabi, and Sudatus. Bill wholesaled 
a full line of pet supplies under the Ericonji Enterprises name. He 
continued with that after moving to Florida in 1973, but no longer 
bred basenjis. He and his third wife still owned basenjis at the time 
of his death, though they were not closely related to his original 
dogs.
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Basenji Club of 
Southeastern 
Wisconsin

by Lisa Marshall, President
 

It was April 1st but there were no fools at 
the BCOSW All Sighthound Fun Match, 

just a lot of cute puppies!  We had a record entry of 47 puppies and 
adults plus 2 juniors and 1 entry for best trick this year for Judge 
Beth Straub from Monticello, Minnesota.  The entry represented a 
total of 7 individual sighthound breeds.
 We especially encourage all new basenji owners in our area to 
come out to our fun match each year to socialize their new pups 
and meet other fanciers.  Our site is the Greater Racine Kennel 
Club facility in Caledonia, Wisconsin.  
 Judge Straub’s Best Puppy in Match was a beautiful whippet 
bitch puppy; Mason Hill Fast Foward owned and handled by 
Bobbi Mason.  Her Reserve Best Puppy in Match was Wanda 
Pooley’s very pretty basenji boy, AB-Rafiki’s Cool Under Fire,  
“Jessie”.  Best Adult in Match went to AB-SS Worth Every Cent, 
JC, CGC aka “Khenny”, male basenji, owned by Sandy Tucker.  
Reserve Best Adult in Match was awarded to the Saluki,  Elessar’s 
Needless To Say  owned by Dawn & Kevin Carlson.  Best Junior 
was Palmer Lynch and finally, Best Trick was earned by Clair 
Lynch & “Bow”.
 I had several people come up and thank us for selecting a judge 
with such a gentle hand with the puppies.
 The lunch counter featured our ever-popular fun match fare 
of chili dogs (with homemade chili from Wanda), salads, snacks, 
dessert and soda.

BCOSW ASFA All-Breed Field Trial --
 We overcame a set of challenges this year at our coursing 
trials that might have sunk a group with less experience and 
determination, not to mention long underwear.  Our trials this 
year fell on Easter weekend, presenting us with our first challenge 
– some of our most experienced workers were unavailable due to 
the holiday or conflicting events.  We were so fortunate that other 
trial attendees stepped in, sometimes on very short notice, to help 
us with any gaps we faced in staff.  See thank you’s later in this 
article 
 Saturday dawned sunny, warm and breezy so we thought 
we were off to a good start.  Even the fact that ASFA Region 6 
Director Tom Cigolle was there to observe our trial didn’t faze us 
on such a gorgeous April day in Wisconsin.  Looking back, maybe 
that was an omen.  Our 2 motors had just come back from the shop 
where they were tuned up/overhauled in anticipation of our trials, 
but we soon realized there was a problem.  Don’t ask me what 
happened, but within minutes we had a bunch of men huddling 
over the machine, talking about solenoids and other things I don’t 
even want to know about.  There was a delay but ingenuity won 
over and pretty soon the call for Test Dog rang out.  I love our new 
field and watching that test dog run our Saturday course made me 
really appreciate how big this field is.  
 Saturday was the maiden voyage of a new MS Access program 
Wanda developed that really streamlines the paperwork associated 
with running the trial.  The draw slips and record sheets are 

generated in the program, so for example the field clerk (me in 
this instance) just has to check the judge sheets for math errors and 
signatures.  No more filling out record sheets in the field by hand.  
The judge sheets for prelims go right to the trial secretary who fills 
out the scores in the program, does the draw for the finals, enters 
the blanket colors, and prints out a new sheet for finals.  It is slick 
and worked perfectly.
 Once we got going on Saturday, things went smoothly and 
we had no further trouble with our machines.  The weather was 
so beautiful people were digging through their vans looking for 
shorts, hats and sunscreen.  
 Four dogs ran best in field on Saturday: an Italian Greyhound 
and Rhodesian Ridgeback in one course and the basenji Dark Skies 
Morgans Grace, LCM, VFCh, and a whippet in the second course.  
The Italian Greyhound won Best in Field with Grace finishing a 
strong second just one point shy of the BIF winner.  
 We finished up a little later than normal due to our later start, 
but still had time for a bunch of pre certs and practice.
 The weather report for Sunday called for rain, wind and cold.  
Pretty accurate except the weatherman forgot to mention the hail.    
Man, it was cold out there on the field.  We had to stop running 
dogs for a short time after lunch while it absolutely poured, 
accompanied by lots of thunder and lightning.  After a while the 
weather calmed down and we were quick to get started again in 
case there were more storms on the way.
 We like to put on a good lunch every year, but especially on 
Easter to say thanks to those folks who come out to support the 
trial even on a holiday.  So Wanda Pooley cooked and sliced 2 big 
hams and made a big pot of baked beans.  To that we added Sandy 
Tucker’s hash brown potato casseroles, and rolls, salads, snacks 
and desserts.  That outstanding warm meal really hit the spot on 
such a miserable day.
 Here is a sincere thank you to all who worked so hard to make 
this year’s trials a success:
 Karla Schreiber (Chair), Wanda Pooley (trial secretary), Janet 
and Lou Ketz, Terry and Lisa Lemberger, Joan and Wally Givler, 
Sandy Tucker, Louis Wagner, Sue Joyner, Kevin Carlson, Nora 
Mayfield, Don Goodrich, Damien Veitch, Mike Scanlan and Tom 
Cigolle.

 Last but not least, here are the results.

Basenjis:  
Sat:  Best of Breed and winner of the Field Champion Stake 
        -  Dark Skies Morgans Grace, LCM, VFCh
    Open Stake - CH Serengeti Joy-Us Penny Royal, JC
    Veteran Stake - CH Arendahl’s Sometime Soon, JC, FCh
Sun:  Best of Breed and winner of the Field Champion Stake 
         -  Dark Skies Morgans Grace, LCM, VFCh
     Open Stake - CH AB Angela’s Ashes, Jc

 Our next club event is the annual specialty, Friday, July 28, 
2006 at the Western Waukesha County Dog Training Club, Ixonia, 
Wisconsin.  Our judges are Katie Campbell, Taji Basenjis, for 
puppy and veteran sweepstakes, and Jeraldeen Crandall, Delahi 
Basenjis, for regular and non regular conformation, Juniors and 
Best Bred By Exhibitor.  
 We are holding a free venipuncture (blood draw) clinic in 
conjunction with the specialty to support the Canine Phenome 
Project.  See our notice in this issue for more information.  
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Basenji Fanciers of 
Greater Phoenix

by Arnieta Kurtz

  The famous Arizona 
sunshine prevailed for the Basenji 
Walk in the Park this April. The sky 
was blue, the sun was bright, and the 

breeze was cool. Perfect weather for a Fun Day with basenjis. It 
was held at a sports park, so there were many people out enjoying 
the nice weather and their favorite pastimes, but naturally the 
dogs attracted quite a bit of attention. The basenjis had a corner of 
the park with shady trees, not too close to the soccer and softball 
games. The day started with the dogs hunting for Easter eggs—Flo 
Haven’s famous liver treats were inside. Then there was the parade 
of Easter bonnets—for the dogs. Some of us actually did walk 
around the park with basenjis, including Sam Preedasuth bravely 
walking three puppies. Playing with puppies and sitting and visiting 
rounded out the day’s events. The activities were followed by a 
pot luck lunch, with more than enough food for everyone to take 
doggie bags home.

WILLAMETTE 
VALLEY BASENJI 
CLUB

By Connie Paulsen
 Our Spring Fling Lure Trial has 
been pushed into the middle of June, 
for the second year, due to all the club 
show dates being changed in our area.  We anticipate dry warm 
weather and a nice field.  We hope to see some of you venture out to 
join us.
 This year, our July Specialty is on Friday, July 14th.  The site has 
been moved to RED SUNSET PARK in Gresham, Oregon. Our 
breed judge is Mrs. Carol Spritzer; and the sweepstakes judge is 
Mrs. Carol Webb.  This park is less than 3 miles from I-84.  There 
are lots of trees and shade, a covered shelter for lunch and the BBQ, 
AND lots of FREE PARKING.  Because of the change of venue, and 
the late notice, we have dropped our Obedience classes for this year; 
but will have the Puppy, Veteran, and Altered Sweepstakes. WVBC 
will also be hosting a Blood Draw, free, for the Canine Phenome 
Project.  WVBC will have a complimentary lunch, for exhibitors and 
friends.  And, since our specialty is on Friday, and we figure to be 
done about ‘rush hour commute time’, WVBC is planning to offer a 
BBQ at the park.  Plan to stay for dinner, after Best of Breed judging, 
while the traffic dies down, before you head out to Salem for the 
weekend shows.  If you want a premium list and have not received 
one, please send me an email – cdpaulsen1@yahoo.com
 Due to AKC’s new Cluster Policies, the Brush Prairie shows 
have been reduced this year to only two all breed shows; and they 
will be held on Saturday and Sunday, July 15 & July 16, in Salem, 
Oregon at the Oregon State Fairgrounds.  The rings will be inside, 
and the buildings are air conditioned.  Saturday breed judge is Ronald 
Spritzer and Sunday breed judge is Lawrence Standbridge. Contact 
Onofrio Dog Shows.

Rip Van Wrinkle 
Basenji Club 

 is proud to introduce Malika 
Bayo, created and hand crafted 
by our brilliant member, Lotte 
Schaeffer Hotaling.
 She is our 2006 RAFFLE, to 
be drawn on June 25th, in Clinton Corners, NY.  All proceeds 

to the Basenji Health 
Endowment. Talk about 
exceeding expectations!

 6 tickets for $10. Send 
your check, made to the 
Rip Van Wrinkle Basenji 
Club, to Karen Sahulka, 
Treasurer, 205 Plochmann 
Lane, Woodstock, NY 
12498.  Come on, now, 
help raise $$$ for the 
BHE!! Buy lots of tickets. 
To see her on line: 
http://www.apubasenjis.
com/PostersforBHE.html

 “Oh goodness, the glamour 
girl got great reviews!  I’m 

glad you all like her, she 
was fun to make.  She is the quintessential Basenji, happy, a bit 
snooty, regal and outrageous with an obvious sense of play about 
her.”
 This happy regal basenji is dressed in imported 
silk,undergarments of dust rose, with a vintage lamé dress and 
wearing a medallion of onyx and diamonds.(She’s just under a foot 
tall.)
 She will be raffled at our The 10th Annual Spring/Summer 
Specialty Fun Match & Annual Meeting, held in conjunction with 
- The Hudson River Valley Hound Association AKC Sanctioned 
Lure Coursing “A” Match (Wins at Sanctioned Matches carry no 
American Kennel Club Championship points) ASFA certifications 
WILL count.
Sunday, June 25th, 2006 - At  Gayle Bontecou’s,
109 Knight Road, Clinton Corners, New York. (Rain or shine)
Show Chair -Susan Kamen Marsicano (845) 679-9983 Field Trial 
Secretary - Lynn Kiaer (518) 638-5529 Lure Coursing Judges: 
Denise Como & Richard Whritenour, Lure operator: Tracy 
Rudzitis Breed Judge: Suzanne Schulz ~ Chief Steward: Mary 
Beth Printsky
Pre-Entry recommended and discounted.
Lure Coursing Pre-Entries Close Wednesday,
06/21/06 at 6:00 PM, Day of Show, 8:30 am. 
Junior Courser Practice, 1 pm.
Breed & Fun Class - Pre-Entries Close Saturday, 06/17/06, Day 
of Show, 9:30 am.
Entry fees:  Lure Coursing Entry Fee $8.00 For The First Hound; 
$6.00 Subsequent Hounds Of The Same Owner; $5.00 Junior 
Courser Practice ~ Late Entry Fee:  $10.00 Breed and fun classes 
entries: Pre-Entry: $5 for 1st entry, $2 for each add’l entry of 
same dog. 
Day of show: $10 - 1st entry, $4 each add’l entry same dog. 
PLEASE PRE-ENTER!

Malika Bayo Queen, joy is coming.
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Schedule of Events -
8:30 am ~ Late entries close for lure coursing 9:00am ~ Roll Call, 
followed by lure trial and ASFA certifications 10:00 am 
1.  Breed Judging (Dogs with majors for exhibition only.  
     Neutered Class. Handlers are welcome to show their own 
     dogs.) 
2.  Musical Sits & Downs.
3.  Best Yodeler, Curliest Tail.
When we’re hungry ~ Buffet  Vegetarian Pot Luck Lunch - 1 pm
 1. Junior Courser Practice Roll Call, followed by same, & Lure  
     Coursing Practice (all breed,) followed by ASFA certifications.
     2 pm
1. Costume Class ~ Jewel of the Nile or the File 
2. Veggie Eating Contest 
3.  Contest Raffle Drawing ~ Original Doll by Lotte Schaeffer.
4.  Meeting
Please call or email Karen Christensen, (908) 387-0416  or 
mootsenji@yahoo.com, concerning the pot luck luncheon.
 Directions: from NYS Thruway - Ext 19, to Rte 28 West to 
Rte 209 North. Across Kingston-Rhinebeck Bridge, right at 2nd 
light onto 9G to left onto Rte 19, Slate Quarry Road. Continue 
on Rte 19 across Taconic to Right onto Rt. 82,  go 1.4 miles, left 
on Knight Road, .04 miles to site, on left. From Taconic - Bull’s 
Head Road Exit, east on Rte. 19 & as above.

Evergreen Basenji 
Club

      Submitted by: Katie Campbell

 Daylight Savings time is back which 
means the return of evening “Basenji 500” endless loops around 
my backyard -- and EBC puppy practices. Last night we had the 
first glimpse of the new puppies destined for the show ring this 
summer as they were indoctrinated into the joyful social  discipline 
of becoming a show dog. We have promising puppies from local 
breeders as well as a couple  “imported” from other areas of the 
U.S. The first session of the season’s puppy practice is always 
memorable with those few who seem to be “naturals” and others 
who have serious challenges ahead of them as they learn to wrap 
their heads around the concept while gaiting at the same time. 
 These practices are held at Ft Dent Park, an urban park just 
south of Seattle in Tukwila. Weather pending, we meet every 
Tuesday at 7:00PM, from early May at least through July, in 
anticipation of the puppies being shown at our Specialty weekend 
in August. Some folks come every week, others just drop in as they 
can. It’s always an enjoyable and productive practice. We highly 
encourage novice owners and/or handlers to come and learn the 
craft. Every week we have seasoned owner-handlers in attendance 
so that everyone can learn and get personalized attention. EBC 
strongly supports the bond between breeder and owner, as well as 
between the owner-handler and the basenji. It’s a cooperative effort 
all the way around. Our Tuesday evening get-togethers serve as a 
handling class for newbies, and for others it is simply a practice. 
Regardless, it’s an activity that EBC offers free of charge and is 
open to the public. 
 EBC also has a north-end practice at the Seattle Times North 
Creek Printing Facility in Bothell on Thursday evenings twice a 
month. Dates and times are posted on our club’s activities web site 

at: http://www.evergreenbasenjiclub.org/activities.htm
 Our fourth annual sanctioned match is  Tuesday, June 6th (in 
lieu of Ft Dent puppy practice). The site is Luther Burbank Park 
on Mercer Island in Seattle.  A special highlight is the progeny 
class where the gallery and handlers  get to see living pedigrees.It’s 
really pretty amazing with 3, 4, 5 or more generations present and 
great learning experience for breeders and spectators alike. Entries 
are only $2 ea. and accepted from 6:15PM to 7:00PM. Judging 
starts shortly thereafter. Our judge is Jan Schreiber, Ashenfae 
PBGV Breeder/Owner/Handler from Graham, WA. 
 Our specialty is the first weekend of August. Mark your 
calendar now and plan to make the trip. The Evergreen Basenji 
Club 38th Annual Specialty Show and 30th Annual Futurity with 
19th Annual Maturity will be held outdoors at the Argus Ranch 
Facility for Dogs, 35612 212th Way SE, Auburn, WA 98092. 
 Entry information is available through BaRay Event Services, 
Superintendents: P.O. Box 4090, Sequim, WA 98382; Tel: 360-
683-1507 or email to dogshows@barayevents.com

 Our schedule is as follows:
Friday, August 4 (Morning) - ASFA Trial - Judge: David Denis 
Friday, August 4 (Afternoon) -  Futurity / Maturity - 
  Judge: Dr. Darin Collins 
Friday, August 4 (Evening) - Obedience Trial and Rally
  competition - Judge: Allan Immerman 
Saturday, August 5 (All day) - Junior showmanship - 
   Judge: Susan Paine 
Saturday, August 5 (All day) - Conformation - 
  Judge: David Denis

A few notes about our judging panel:
• David Denis is an approved Canadian Kennel Club conformation 
judge and  judges lure coursing on both sides of the border. 
• Dr. Darin Collins evolved from Junior Showmanship in the sport 
as a Saluki specialist with hounds from prestigious American and 
European bloodlines. 
•  Allan Immerman has experience judging obedience with Basenjis 
and is well received by our membership as well as other hound 
owners in this area. 
• Susan Paine is a local Bloodhound breeder-owner-handler and is 
actively involved in supporting Junior Showmanship. 
 Our Show Chair is Bob Gooderl - goodandtall@comcast.com 
Our Lure Chair again is Judy Lange - amunjkl@comcast.net. 
 We are grateful to have an abundance of dependable, 
enthusiastic workers involved with EBC, though it’s not dumb 
luck that we have a strong club. Our modus operandi is to work  
and play together harmoniously. With a great Board and leadership 
setting the tone, we share our tasks and our joys, thus we are able 
to spread the wealth and the burden. This prevents over-exposure 
and burnout and makes us a cohesive and healthy group. 
 EBC meets every third Friday of the month at 7:30pm at the 
Tibbetts Methodist Church in West Seattle. Aside from the business 
agenda, we offer educational programs, share stories and brags, 
and serve fabulous food. Our meetings are open to everyone, 
particularly our BCOA members and friends. Guests are always 
welcome! 
 Details on our upcoming activities can be found on our club 
web site - www.evergreenbasenjiclub.org/activities.htm
   Until next time… Yodel On.
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                         OBEDIENCE TALLY - FINAL - 2005

DOG’S NAME SCORE POINTS OWNER
Novice
DC Lacada’s Con Man’s K’s  Kaper CD SC RA NAJ NA 178.5 7 B Kaufman
Fly’n Hi’a Serafina CD AX OAJ JC 182.7 6 Cindy Griswold
CH Tanza’s Almazi Madini RN SC 176.5 2 A. Patterson-Hine & B  Hine
Open
Aljor’s Back to Sonbar UD 190 78 Mary & G, Gangula, Sally Wuornos
Fly’n Hi’s Kizushi CDX  JC MX OAJ 183 10 Cindy Griswold
Utility
Aljor’s Back to Sonbar UD 188 105 Mary & G. Langula, Sally Wuornos

Top dog of the year goes to Sparky AKA Aljor’s Back to Sonbar UD and Mary 
with a combined point total of 183 in 2005

CARDIAC 
BJ-CA19/20F/C-PI RUGOSA ROSE PARADE
BJ-CA20/12M/C-PI RUGOSA ROSE TO THE OCCASION
ELBOWS
BJ-EL136F24-PI ANKHU STEEL MAGNOLIA, CH
BJ-EL135F24-PI ELDORADO’S Y’S AFRICAN SINBAJERN, JC, NA, NAJ
BJ-EL137M25-PI KHANI’S MYSTERIOUS WAYS, JC
HIP DYSPLASIA
BJ-1724E27F-PI AB COME SEE ABOUT ME, CH
BJ-1721G27F-PI AB I HEAR A SYMPHONY
BJ-1703G24F-PI ANKHU STEEL MAGNOLIA, CH
BJ-1723G62M-PI ANYA’S BI-GNOMIAL
BJ-1714G34F-NOPI APU LIMA LOU BEANIE
BJ-1710G26F-PI ARENDAHLS CARNIVAL NIGHT, CH
BJ-1697G24M-PI ARUBMEC’S END PRODUCT, CH
BJ-1702G25F-PI ELDORADO N TERRURUST DEVINE DESIGN
BJ-1699G24F-PI ELDORADO’S Y’S AFRICAN SINBAJERN, JC, NA, NAJ
BJ-1709G25F-PI HACKER’S ETERNAL FLAME MARIAH, CH
BJ-1698E113M-PI HELIOS TAJI AUSSIE RULES
BJ-1716G25M-PI HERE COMES YOUR MAN DESOLEIL
BJ-1720G25F-PI JANE SAYS DESOLEIL
BJ-1715G26F-PI KAZOR BAY-SENJI MI JOYA
BJ-1701F128F-PI KENSET ATTALLAH TRI RONTEZA, CH
BJ-1718G25M-PI KHANI’S MYSTERIOUS WAYS, JC
BJ-1707G25M-PI MEISTERHAUS TAIL OF INTRIGUE, CH
BJ-1704G36M-PI MOKSHA’S BEAR BY JR
BJ-1729E25F-PI NEW WORLD WILD AGE
BJ-1705E36M-PI SERENGETI LETS ROLL REVEILLE
BJ-1696G38M-NOPI SIGNET FOREVER IN BLUE JEANS, CH
BJ-1708F24M-PI SINFUL’S UPTOWN BOY, CH
BJ-1725E27F-PI SKYHI’S DRESSED TO THRILL
BJ-1728F27M-PI SKYHI’S I HALF A SECRET
BJ-1727G27M-PI SKYHI’S LICENSED TO THRILL
BJ-1726E27M-PI SKYHI’S NATURL BORN THRILLER
BJ-1711E26F-PI SONBAR SIGNET LEGENDARY LOTUS
BJ-1712G26F-PI SONBAR SIGNET LIGHTFOOT LILLY
BJ-1700G26M-PI SUBLIME CHIYA RED STORM RISING
BJ-1719G38F-PI TAMMEN’S N AKUABA T.YON
BJ-1706G25M-PI WAKAN MIC COOKIE, CH
BJ-1722G26F-PI WHITE WIND FR FLIES ON THE BUTTER

BJ-1713G31M-PI ZANDE FERUZI
BJ-1717G25F-PI ZOIE
PATELLA
BJ-PA51/24F/S-PI ANKHU STEEL MAGNOLIA, CH
BJ-PA55/62M/P-PI ANYA’S BI-GNOMIAL
BJ-PA49/24F/P-PI ELDORADO’S Y’S AFRICAN SINBAJERN, JC, NA, NAJ
BJ-PA53/14F/P-PI KHADIJAH’S MY-TYM ALONE
BJ-PA54/25M/P-PI KHANI’S MYSTERIOUS WAYS, JC
BJ-PA50/12F/P-PI KINETIC SOURCERY
BJ-PA52/13M/P-PI KINETIC’S ENCHANTED KNIGHT
BJ-PA47/96M/P-PI SHERWOOD’S IN THE NICK OF TIME, JC
BJ-PA48/60F/P-PI SHERWOOD’S SHADOW OF THE MOON
PK ANEMIA 
BJ-PK102/131M-PI AKUABA THE SPORTSMAN, CD, CDX, SC, LCM, OA, 

OAJ, DCH, CH
BJ-PK104/12F-PI ELDORADO’S Y’S AFRICAN SINBAJERN, JC, NA, NAJ
BJ-PK103/48M-PI SINBAJE’S PICTURE PERFECT, JC, CD, RN, SC, NA, NAJ, 

DCH

THYROID
BJ-TH74/24F-PI ANKHU STEEL MAGNOLIA, CH
BJ-TH56/26M-PI BERIMO ROCKY RACCOON
BJ-TH77/24F-PI ELDORADO’S Y’S AFRICAN SINBAJERN, JC, NA, NAJ
BJ-TH14/72F-PI JERLIN-ANKHU PATTON LEATHER, JC, CH
BJ-TH83/14F-PI KHADIJAH’S MY-TYM ALONE
BJ-TH75/12F-PI KINETIC SOURCERY
BJ-TH82/13M-PI KINETIC’S ENCHANTED KNIGHT
BJ-TH72/96M-PI SHERWOOD’S IN THE NICK OF TIME, JC
BJ-TH73/60F-PI SHERWOOD’S SHADOW OF THE MOON
BJ-TH76/121M-PI SUNDIATA SIR OCHRE DUTTON
BJ-TH80/19F-NOPI SUNDIATA TWISTED RIVER AOUI
BJ-TH81/24F-NOPI SUNDIATA’S CHAMINADE
BJ-TH79/14M-NOPI SUNDIATA’S DIFFERENT EQUATION
BJ-TH78/14M-NOPI SUNDIATA’S PI R SQUARED
BJ-TH85/13M-PI SUNDIATA’S UPLINK TO APEX

OFA REPORTS
First Quarter 2006
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JUNIOR VIEWS
ISABELLA BERREY  - JUNIOR HANDLER   

 Hi, your Junior writer here. 
 This article is going to be about showing 
at different times and in different weather 
that can be really difficult.
      One thing that can bother Junior handlers, 
such as myself, is rain. I know how hard it 
is to show in the rain; I just did a few weeks 
ago.  You have to run around the ring in the 
mud!  And get mud all over you.  What’s 
worse than that?  Of course, the dog isn’t 
having much fun either trotting around in 

puddles.  We all know how much basenjis enjoy the rain!  So, your 

Hello,  I am Ciara Cassell and I have taken the  liberty in 
writing for you  also. I do believe that a couple of juniors should 
write because that gives us a.) Something to look forward to, 
and b.) More opinions. I am the number one or two basenji 
Junior Handler and I think that I am held partially responsible 
for helping some of the novices or just someone who wants 
to achieve. I will be willing to answer any questions you 
might have, or if you just want to talk you may email me!  
 Getting to know me a little bit:  I live in Fort Worth, Texas. My 
mom (Brenda Cassell) and I are the “showers” in the family. I was 
born into this sport, and I cannot tell you the first time I took a basenji 
in. The earliest I can remember is at one of the Nationals, I was in the 
pee wee juniors. I could not control a basenji and my mom wanted to 
go in to help me. I refused to let her in and Erin Roberts helped me.    
I also help out Erin Roberts often and learn many things about dogs 
from her. I am in the Open Intermediate class and down here I am very 
recognized. I am only 13 years old and I am happy that I am in my class 
for another year and a half. I attend Temple Christian School and I am 
active in many sports at school including: Cheerleading, Volleyball, 
Soccer, Track, and Softball. On top of all this I am in the Honors Math 
class and I am in the National Juniors Honors Society (at school).  
 The first thing I would like to talk about is just having  good 
junior sportsmanship and the basenji as a juniors’ dog. As many 
of you know the basenji is probably the hardest dog to show in 
juniors for various reasons. One is because they are just a stubborn 
breed. Another reason is because some judges do not believe that 
most juniors can control a basenji and are scared of the breed. I 
know that a lot of juniors go up to the Junior’s judge after he/she 
is finished and ask if they can do anything to improve. Many times 
you will get a good answer, but sometimes... well, judges do not 
know what they are talking about. If you feel like you get a judge 
that says something “stupid” for the basenji ask a couple of people 
how they feel about his/her statement. If they disagree with what 
he says than do not bother to listen to him/her (the judge).  You 
know your breed and your dog and you need to be able to draw the 
line between a judge who knows the breed (or just knows hounds) 
and someone who does not. That is just a small thing I hear a lot.  
 One thing I see every now and then is someone who cares more 
about their dog being perfect than looking good. Let’s say your ‘senji 
is having a “slow” day. It doesn’t want to go its normal speed. Once 
you start to go around you realize the person in front of you is a 

mile ahead, so you glance back and see the person behind 
you struggling to slow down so you decide to speed up and 
drag your dog around the ring.  Don’t worry about who is 
in front of you... or behind you. Worry about your dog. It 
does not matter if the person ahead of you is a whole mat 
ahead, just make your dog look good. The person behind 
you is responsible for himself, so do not worry about it.  
 One other thing I would like to talk about is copying 

other people. Not just basenji juniors, but many other juniors copy 
people. In the ring... well, you see everyone free baiting their dogs... 
You should be down, not up. This gives the judge something to think 
about. Instead of seeing the same thing, they see someone wanting to 
be the one being looked at the most. If you mess up while they are 
looking, OH WELL! They should not really care, junior handling is 
to have fun and learn. If most are down on the ground maybe you 
should get up and do a “backward free stack”. By this I mean to free 
stack your dog so that the off-side shows.  Do not do the backward 
stack if the judge is finished or hasn’t even started examining the 
dogs. Those are things you do during other dogs’ examination time!  
 Techniques like that make you noticed. Things like that are what 
I do and I win a lot. Texas shows are large and pull a large number 
of entries for Junior Handling. I almost always get a placement on a 
weekend, and I rarely go to shows. When your classes are as big as 
mine -- usually 15 people in the small dog shows -- you want to be 
noticed. Do little things that make you stand out.  Maybe while the 
judge is examining other dogs let them see you QUIETLY playing 
with your dog. Maybe you could even stack your dog at different 
angles and just relax a little bit. Like I said, it’s the small things that 
get you noticed. Oh yeah, also when a judge is examining your dog, be 
sure to say “Yes, Ma’am” or “Yes, Sir” and smile. Wow!  Eye contact?   
Well, just give a little and mainly focus on your dog. That’s what I do.  
 I am looking forward to seeing more juniors writing in the Juniors 
Views. Feel free to email me. Since my email is down just email on 
my moms: brenda-cassell@sbcglobal.net. I would love to hear from 
many of you, and I do not care what you want to talk about. I would 
also like to recommend two awesome websites. 1.) The www.basenji.
org site that has a message board for juniors.  Erin, Jocelyn and I 
have already started talking up a storm, but we need more people. 
The other site is www.bestjunior.com. It has all sorts of things on 
it. Pictures, Stats, Eukanuba/Westminster info etc... One personal 
website, is Jocelyn’s - www.basenjijunior.com.

dog is trying to jump on you and get away from the mud which doesn’t 
help. 
Most of the dogs you are up against are sporting dogs that don’t mind 
the rain all that much, so that’s not fair.
      Another thing that makes being a Junior handler hard work is the 
show times.  Most of the time at the dog show, they either put the 
Junior class at the end of the day when it’s hot and sticky, or at the 
beginning of the day when it’s cold.  Either way you might have to run 
from ring to ring because of the inconvenient times. There’s always 
going to be a fifty-fifty chance you’ll have Breed and Juniors at the 
same time.   Isn’t that how it always works?
      Well, anytime you want to talk just e-mail me at berreybasenji@hotmail.
com.  I’ll be glad to talk to you.

CIARA CASSELL - JUNIOR HANDLER
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Brandon Belcher
 Isabella Berrey
  Rebecca Boese
   Jocelyn Brody
    Darcy Bushnell
Ciara Cassell
 Erin Clifford
  T. Hayden Cronin
   Margaret Dugan
    Jessica Geymayr
Chelsea Goss
 Ashley Grimes
  Anna Lynn Hackstadt
   Delaina Harris
    Caitlyn Houser
Margo Allison Hughey
 Lauren Kujawa
  Rhiannon Ladwig
   Robert Leonard
    Savannah Malloy
Andrew Mansfield
 Thomas Scott Mead II
  Shelby Miller
   Sarah Pfingstag
    Veronica Predale
Christine Schroeder
 Ashlen Sepulveda
  Rachael Seyler
   Kelsey Smith
    Caitie Stellingwert
Ellie Thornley
 Karli Thornley
  Elizabeth Wiley
   Kelly Wisch

Congratulations to all of the Juniors 
who placed with their Basenjis in 

2005!

Basenji Junior Showmanship Top Ten - FINAL 2005
Based on AKC Show Awards through February 2006

Covering shows January 1, 2005 - December 31, 2005

Rank Name Total Points Best 
Junior 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 4th Place

1 Chelsea Goss 147 2 9 12 7 7
2 Ciara Cassell 135 3 7 3 2
3 Margaret Dugan 111 2 13 8 1 2
4 Veronica Predale 102 2 2 2 5 2
5 Rebecca Boese 100 2 3 3 4 3
6 Jessica Geymayr 48 2 3
7 Caitlyn Houser 39 3 8 3 3
8 Delaina Harris 30 4 3 3 1

Shelby Miller 30 1 7 4 6 5
10 Jocelyn Brody 25 5 7 2 2

Prepared by Lisa Marshall, 10611 S. Farmdale Dr., Oak Creek, WI 53154

Spring is finally here, and with it comes the 
return of everyone’s least favorite arthropod, the 
tick.  Fortunately, the short coat of the basenji 
makes it easy to spot and remove ticks before 

they have a chance to become too firmly embedded.  
To properly remove a tick, use fine pointed tweezers 
and grasp the tick as close to its mouth as possible.  
Pull straight back without twisting or squeezing the 
body.  Be sure to clean the bite area with alcohol or 
other antiseptic.  If part of the tick remains behind, it’s 
best to leave it alone as the piece will work its way out 
eventually.  A tick that is removed within 24 hours of 
attachment is much less likely to transmit any infectious 
disease it might be carrying, so check your basenji daily 
for these pesky critters.

When doing spring landscaping in areas that are 
accessible to your basenji, avoid using mulch 
that is made from cocoa bean shells.  This by-
product of chocolate production apparently 

smells as good to dogs as it does to humans and it 
contains a percentage of theobromine, which is toxic.  If 
eaten in large enough quantities, cocoa bean shell mulch 
can cause tremors, vomiting, and other unpleasant side 
effects.  

As the weather gets warmer and we spend more 
time outdoors, remember to keep yourself and 
your basenji properly hydrated.  Always make 
sure that water is available to encourage frequent 

drinking, and avoid over-exercising during the hottest 
part of the day.  One symptom of dehydration is a loss 
of skin elasticity.  If you pinch the skin on your basenji’s 
back and it doesn’t spring back into place when released, 
this may indicate that dehydration is occurring.

BASENJI BRIEFS
By Susan Chuvala
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CH Zande Charaza, SC  D
Titled Earned:  01/22/2006
Owner:  Richard & Linda Stilwell

CH Arubmec’s Hannah B/T
Title Earned: 3/23/06
CH Penda Taji’s Tri-Umphant One JC x CH Arubmec’s Mind Of Her Own
Owner:  Patricia Cembura
Breeder: Michael Martin & P E Cembura & Linda Martin

CH Astarte’s Jafari With Pips D/T
Title Earned:  3/3/06
CH Jasiri-Sukari John Tri-Volta JC x CH Astarte’s Jet Setter With Pips
Owner:  Anthony T Schnurer & Stella Sapios
Breeder:  Anthony T Schnurer & Stella Sapios

CH Eldorados Cthreepo By Sadiki D/BR
Title Earned:  3/26/06 
CH Eldorado’s Ungaro x CH Sadiki’s Patriotic Pride
Owner:  Pamela A Geoffroy & Sheila M Lund
Breeder:  Pamela A Geoffroy & Sheila M Lund 

CH Epic’s Lily Of De Nile JC B/R
Title Earned:  3/19/06
CH Reveille Tried And True x CH Epic’s Continuing Saga
Owner: Mary Kay Walsh
Breeder: Tracy Leonard D.V.M. & Rebecca C Blansett

CH Jamaa-Tanza Makindu RN JC B/R
Title Earned:  3/11/06
DC Tanza’s Tego SC x CH Zuri’s Joka Of Jamaa JC
Owner: Brenda Phillips & Jeff S Sheldon
Breeder: Jeff S Sheldon & Patricia Fragassi & Kenneth 
Leighton & Marilyn Leighton

CH Kazor’s Supermodel B/R
Title Earned:  3/5/06
CH Kazor Bay-Senji Yuara Natural x CH Kazor’s Only Me
Owner: Carol A Webb
Breeder: Carol A Webb

CH Klassic Tri-Bal Vixen At Rugosa B/T
Title Earned:  3/26/06
CH Penda Taji’s Tri-Umphant One JC x CH Klassic’s Rooty Toot Toot
Owner: Vince Gamboa & Parry Tallmadge & James Perfetti
Breeder: Sue Kite & Jeffrey J Gillespie

CH Klassic’s A Rose Is A Rose B/R
Title Earned:  3/25/06
CH Rosewood’s Klassic Rocknroll x CH Klassic’s Ms Behavin
Owner:  Sue Kite & Jeffrey J Gillespie & Bethany Ruhm
Breeder:  Sue Kite

CH Klassic’s Z  Three At Rosewood B/T
Title Earned: 3/26/06
CH Reliant Black Velvet x CH Klassic’s Ms Behavin
Owner: Bethany A Redo
Breeder: Sue Kite

CH Lacada’s Eye Of The Storm D/R
Title Earned: 3/26/06
CH Crescendo’s Escape To Lacada x CH Lacada’s Alaska’s Chiller
Owner:  Carol Gore & Dallas Hunt
Breeder: Carol J Hunt & Larry D Hunt

CH Meisterhaus Tears & Tantrums B/R
Title Earned: 3/17/06
CH Jasiri Sukari White Collar Crime JC x CH Undercover Bojak’s Caitlan
Owner: A Tad Brooks & Joseph Hurt
Breeder: A Tad Brooks & Joseph Hurt

CH Reveilles Enchanted Passport B/R
Title Earned: 3/12/06
CH Serengeti Let’s Roll Reveille x CH Reveille Accord
Owner: Kelly Wisch & Claire Wisch
Breeder: Damara Bolte

CH Shika’s Lethal Weapon D/T
Title Earned: 3/26/06 
CH Karosel This Gun For Hire x CH Shika’s Misty Dancer
Owner: Karin Plumer & Joni Boese
Breeder: Joni Boese & Edward Boese

CH Starfyre’s Super Mann D/R
Title Earned: 3/25/06
CH Starfyre’s Tu Hansum At Jambo x Starfyre’s Nowata For Rosa
Owner: Denise Searcy & Kathy Grayson
Breeder: Denise Searcy

CH Sternhimmels Generis Sui D/R
Title Earned: 3/25/06
Chaanrose Parting Shot x Sternhimmels Ad Astra
Owner: Pamela Geoffroy & Terray Boomir
Breeder: Anneli Pukkila

CH Taji N Berimo Eau De Parfum B/R
Title Earned: 3/25/06
Proudlaan Rockas Red Glare x CH Taji’s Berimo Final Judgment JC
Owner: Katie Campbell & Pat Marshall & Amy Stabley & 
Sue Ann Stabley
Breeder: Pat Marshall & Katie Campbell

CH Tarsha’s Spirit Guide B/R
Title Earned:  3/3/06
CH Nowata’s Resurrection Of Dune x CH Tarsha’s Desert Oasis
Owner: Tari A Parish
Breeder: Tari A Parish

CH Undercover- Escapade Fletche D/R
Title Earned: 3/26/06
CH Escapade’s High Five x CH Undercover Shady Lady Sadie
Owner: Janice O Harrison & Gale N Whitehurst
Breeder: Mary Ann Hope

CH Visit-To-Sisco Out Of Africa B/R
Title Earned:  3/4/06
Luther King Out Of Africa x Ofna Out Of Africa
Owner: Zee Dasilua & Nigel Dasilua
Breeder: Christian Jouanchicot                

FIELD CHAMPION

ASFA FIELD 
TITLES

AKC TITLES

CHAMPIONS

Blue Notes Take Five JC   D/T
Title earned:  03/18/06
CH Penda Taji’s Tattletale x Jumokequita African Bibi SC
Owner:  Joell Coltrane & Holly Hamilton
Breeder: Joell Coltrane & Holly Hamilton

Celebrity’s Not In My Movie JC   B/T
Title earned:  03/26/06
Hacker’s Johnson’s Sambo x Johnson’s Shirley Mae
Owner:  Heather Schubert
Breeder: Ruth Johnson

Jumoke’s American Dream JC   D/BR
Title earned:  03/19/06
CH Jumoke-Quita Dreamcatcher JC x Jewel Hill Of The Nile
Owner:  Bryan Gregory & Laurie Gregory
Breeder: Rob Hill

Jumoke’s Gypsy Trance JC    B/R
Title earned:  03/19/06
Jumoke Khani Baru Paso Doble x CH Baru’s Gabrielle Of Jumoke
Owner:  Bryan Gregory & Laurie Gregory
Breeder: Bryan Gregory & George Woodard & Laurie 
Gregory

Jumoke’s Saylah Of Baraka JC     B/BR
Title earned:  03/18/06
CH Jumoke-Quita Dreamcatcher JC x Jewel Hill Of The Nile
Owner:  Paul L Root & William John Bowlus
Breeder: Rob Hill

Rainbow’s La Jazz Hot JC  B/R
Title earned:  03/19/06
Cambria’s Scotch N Soda JC x Blucrest Jasmine Of Jazz
Owner:  Lloyd Dail
Breeder: Nancy Childress & Earnest H Childress Jr.

Sunbird Suddanly Lady B Good JC  B/B
Title earned:  03/04/06
CH Suddanly Bets Ona Lady’s Man SC x Sunbird Suddanly Sweet Sue SC
Owner:  Carolyn Noll Gerics & Susan M Campeau
Breeder: Sue Campeau & Carolyn Gerics

Tompkins Breezin Bayou JC  B/T
Title earned:  03/26/06
Hacker’s Johnson’s Sambo x Ethel Mae
Owner:  Heather Tompkins
Breeder: Ruth Johnson

FC Platinum Taji Abercrombie SC  D/R
Title earned:  03/18/06
CH Bordeaux African Jumoke SC x Taji’s Changa Platinum Queue
Owner:  Angela Thorne & Jeff Brabec
Breeder: Katie Campbell & M Quinnett & June Young

FC Chulita Besita SC   B/R
Title earned:  03/18/06
Jayde Sroka x Jubilee Sroka
Owner:  Andy Rivas & Cristi Rivas
Breeder: Aaron J Sroka & Tisha Sroka

FC Platinum Taji Abercrombie SC   D/R
Title earned:  03/18/06
CH Bordeaux African Jumoke SC x Taji’s Changa Platinum Queue
Owner:  Angela Thorne & Jeff Brabec
Breeder: Katie Campbell & M Quinnett & June Young

DC Lacada’s Con Man K’s Kaper CD RAE SC OA OAJ     
 D/R
Title earned:  03/18/06
CH Ronel’s General Purpose Jerlin x Hadassa Windsong Of The Nile
Owner:  Belinda Kaufman
Breeder: Dallas J Hunt

Suddanly Midnight Stranger JC OA OAJ   D/B
Title earned:  03/26/06
Suddanly Mysterious Stranger SC x Kenset Suddanly Tiyrant Maid
Owner:  Charlotte D Wenger
Breeder: Susan M Campeau

CH Moores Chock Full Of Spirit CD RN D/R
Title earned:  03/19/06
CH Moores Fire And Ice x CH Moores My Elusive Dream
Owner:  Mary L. Wilson & Shannon L Wilson
Breeder: Nancy Moore

Emerant’s Mystique RN    B/R
Title earned:  03/25/06
CH Emerant’s Flyin’ Fizgig JC x CH Jerlin’s General Dee Lite
Owner:  Lori A Youngs & Lisa R Hart
Breeder: Lisa R Hart

DC Lacada’s Con Man K’s Kaper CD RAE SC NA OAJ          
 D/R
Title earned:  03/12/06
CH Ronel’s General Purpose Jerlin x Hadassa Windsong Of The Nile 
Owner:  Belinda Kaufman
Breeder: Dallas J Hunt
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Austin Basenji Club
Diane Laue ..................................... 512-327-2160
mlgraves@ev1.net
Basenji Club of Cincinnati
Carolann Worsham ........................ 614-456-0497
cworsham@ctcn.net
Basenji Club of Greater Detroit
Charles Hiller ................................. 313-563-8980
chiller26@scbglobal.net
Basenji Club of Greater Houston
Judi Glass ....................................... 713-895-8357
GRBC28@aol.com
Basenji Club of Northern California
Pat Fragassi..................................... 925-846-9204
tanzab@aol.com
Basenji Club of Southeastern Wisconsin
Lisa Marshall .................................. 414-571-1204
brkls@wi.rr.com
Basenji Fanciers of Greater Phoenix
Ron Wilson .................................... 480-949-5389
nancronw@aol.com
Bay State Basenji Club
Rita Pontes ..................................... 508-675-1666
rpontes@comcast.net
Central States Basenji Lure Coursing
Wilma Bauer .................................. 309-699-7761
wilmaB@npoint.net
Dallas-Ft. Worth Basenji Club
Betty Taylor .................................... 214-391-3877
betty@taylorlimo.com
Evergreen Basenji Club
Katie Campbell ............................... 206-933-5798
taji@ktcampbell.com
Greater Chicagoland Basenji Club
Janet Ketz ....................................... 815-476-5418
jlketz@aol.com
Hi-Country Basenji Club
Pat Bird .......................................... 303-452-4380
p.bird@comcast.net
Hoosier Basenji Club
Linda Pence.................................... 317-896-5849
baruhlp@webtv.com
Indian Nations Basenji Club
Kathryn Boyd.................................. 918-749-5108
kasendo@aol.com
Mid-Atlantic Basenji Club
Linda Lutman ................................. 410-256-4503
solarkidzz@aol.com
Rip Van Wrinkle Basenji Club
Karen Sahulka ................................ 845-679-1155
birdhorse8@msn.com
South Coast Basenji Fanciers
Jim Webb ....................................... 714-777-2256
cwkazor@earthlink.net
Show-Me Basenji Club
Russ Jacobs..................................... 785-379-5430
zzjaco@aol.com
Willamette Valley Basenji Club
Kathy Britton .................................. 503-661-8020
Bennyburnerbono@aol.com

http://www.basenji.org

PRESIDENT ....................................SALLY WUORNOS
 32051 Virgo St NE
 North Branch MN 55056

VICE PRESIDENT ...........................KARLA SCHREIBER
 15 N. Wheeling, 
 Prospect Hts. IL 60070-1515

SECRETARY ..........................................ANNE GRAVES
 5102 Darnell
 Houston TX 77096

TREASURER .................................. LAURA MAE HESSE
 278 W Washington St.
 Poynette, WI  53955-9449

LISA AUERBACH
2500 Mill Rd., Powhatin VA 23139

DAMARA BOLTE’
41674 Browns Farm Lane, Leesburg VA 22075

MIDGE GREENLEE
9030 W. 19th Avenue Rd, Ocala FL 34476

CARRIE JONES
12701 65th St NE, Eyota, MN 55934-2105

WANDA POOLEY
8050 Old River Road, Rockford IL 61103

ANDREW SAWLER
37 Gillette Ave., Springfield, MA 01118

CAROL WEBB
4285 AvocadoAve., Yorba Linda CA 92886-2574

Barbara Camp, TX
Lucretia Dye, OH
Dr. Steve Gonto, GA
Robert Vavra, Spain

African Stock Project ...... Linda Siekert, James Johannes
Agility Tallier ........................................ Brenda Bellaire
AKC Delegate ................................................Jon Curby
AKC Gazette Columnist ...................Marcia Woodward
AKC Legislative Liaison ............................ Vicky Jacobs
Archives Action  ...........Brenda Jones-Greenberg, Chair
       Sandy Beaudoin, Karen Butler, James Johannes, 
       Ann Rogers, Gale Whitehurst
Breeder Referrals:
    Phone ..............................................Sandy Beaudoin

Web Site & E-Mail ............................ Tad Brooks, Iris 
Craven, Pat Marshall, Rick Christensen, Carol Webb, 
Sally    Wuornos

Breeders’ Education ..Damara Bolte’, Chair, Iris Craven,
Pat Marshall, Carol Webb, Carole Kirk

Breed Standard .......................................Damara Bolte’
By-Laws ........................................................Iris Craven
Editorial Committee ........Damara Bolte’ Wanda Pooley
 Karla Schreiber
Events Coordinator/Liaison ..........................Carole Kirk
Health & Research ........    Lisa Auerbach,  Carol Webb,

Parry Talmadge, Karla Schreiber, Lisa Hart, Jon 
Curby, Katy Scott, Robert Dean, Laurie Stargell, 
Carrie Jones, Sandy Kernen

Historian ............................................. Andie Paysinger
Judges Education ....................................... Jeri Crandall
Junior Showmanship.................................Lisa Marshall
Lure Coursing ............................................. Russ Jacobs
Member Resources  .......................Gloria Steiger, Chair
   Lisa Auerbach, Toni Ackerman, Jacque Holdaway
Membership .............................................. Linda Ehlers
National Specialty Oversight  ......Wanda Pooley, Chair

Lisa Corell Auerbach, Pat Fragassi, Laura Hesse, Russ 
Jacobs, Lisa Marshall, Karla Schreiber

Obedience Tallier.................................Cindy Griswold
Outreach ..........................................Pat Fragassi, Chair

Lisa Corell Auerbach, Sandy Beaudoin, Bev Bland, 
Karla Schreiber, Cindy Griswold, Lisa Hart, Carrie 
Jones, Vickie Perrine,  Lisa Voss, Andrea Walters, 
CarolAnn Worsham

Performance Events ..... Cindy Griswold, Suzanne Lacroix 
Public Education Coordinator ......................Carole Kirk
Rescue............................................Shawn Smith, Chair
.................................................Cheryl Silver, Eva Allen
Sunshine.................................................... Linda Pence
Web Site................................................Kevin Dragseth

Canis Basenji by Robert Vavra
A delightful book that deals with the comical reality of living 
with Basenjis. $13.  Orders outside the U.S.  add $2 for postage.   
Order from Loretta Kelley, 8800 Ridgehill Dr, Austin TX 78759  
(Allow 6 weeks for delivery)
The Basenji Standard
Brochure with photo illustrations & the AKC Standard for the 
breed. Order from Margaret Grundman, 7800 NW 14th Street, 
Ocala FL 34482-4448
African Stock Project 
Book consists of binder with b/w photos.   Cost is $24 and 
$14 for updates.  Contact Linda Daves-Siekert to order:  
sinbaje@comcast.net 
Back Issues of BCOA Bulletin
Issues from 1981 to the most current issue; limited availability 
for some issues.  Cost is $4.50 each, postage included.  Orders 
outside the U.S. add $2 for postage.  Order from the Editor, 8050 
Old River Road, Rockford, IL 61103

Make all checks payable to BCOA

Articles & Other Material
B.C.O.A members are encouraged to send to the Editor anything 
they feel will be of interest.  All materials, whether used or not, will 
be treated with consideration. Articles, letters or advertisements 
attacking or slandering individuals or organizations can easily 
be misconstrued as official Club Policy and are therefore not 
appropriate for printing.  The Editor has the right to refuse to 
print or reasonably edit any articles.
Address Changes
Send all address changes to the Editor.  It is suggested to send 
address changes also to the Bulletin Board Newsletter Editor, the 
Secretary & Treasurer to ensure the Club knows where you are 
in case of a move.
Deadlines
January 25 1st Quarter Issue Jan/Feb/March
April 25 2nd Quarter Issue April/May/June
July 25   3rd Quarter Issue July/Aug/Sept
October 25 4th Quarter Issue Oct/Nov/Dec

Advertising Rates                           Color        B/W     Commer.
All Rates include One Photo
     Extra Photos............................$10 each $  10       $  15
Front Cover ....................................... $225 $150        N/A 
Inside Front Cover ............................. $125 $  90         N/A
Inside Back Cover.............................. $125 $  85        N/A
Back Cover ....................................... $ 175 $100        N/A
Full Page ............................................. N/A $  70      $  85
Half Page............................................. N/A $  40      $  55
Column-1/3 Page................................. N/A $  30      $  45
Quarter Page ....................................... N/A $  25      $  40
Half Column-1/6 Page ......................... N/A $  20        N/A
Breeder/Business Card Ads .................. N/A $  15        N/A
Classified Basenji: up to 50 words ....... N/A $  10        N/A
      Prepaid Annual:4 consecutive ads . N/A $  30        N/A
Affiliate Club Specialty - Winners Pages
     Photos (Unlimited)  & Text ............. N/A $  75        N/A
Specialty Results ........................................  FREE*   
     * With submission of marked Catalogue
IMPORTANT Note for Advertisers
Submission of ads before the appropriate deadline is the 
responsibility of the advertiser. All ad fees must accompany 
submissions or paid online at the BCOA website. The cost of 
ads may fluctuate due to an advertiser’s request or suitability of 
material submitted. If an initial payment is insufficient to cover 
the final cost of ads published, advertisers are responsible for 
and expected to pay any additional balance due. Additional 
funds required are due upon notification of such by the 
BULLETIN. Please consult the fee list to determine final ad 
cost, or contact the Bulletin prior to publication if there is any 
question concerning payment for advertising. The BULLETIN is 
required to have a commitment from advertisers, insuring that 
advertisers know they are responsible for payment of the full 
cost of the ad as published, based on the prices stated in the 
BULLETIN, when ads are prearranged before any actual work 
on the ad commences.
 All funds to be paid in U.S. currency, please. Make checks 
payable to B.C.O.A.  All Ad copy & photos should be sent 
to the Editor, along with any necessary payment and return 
postage arrangements.  Slides & color photocopies cannot be 
used.  Image files can be sent via internet - PLEASE contact 
the editor for specifications of  files.  Remember to identify all 
people and animals in your photo.  Camera ready ads are not 
necessary.  Send a rough idea of your desired ad layout & mark 
all photographs with a name & return address.  Photographs can 
be enlarged, reduced or cropped within reason; please specify 
preferences.  All photographs will be returned. Reservations for 
ad placements can be made by contacting:

Advertising Managing Editor 
Melody Falcone - (402) 297-5749 or 
email at:  melar@melodylynnphotos.com
Editor
WANDA POOLEY
8050 Old River Road, Rockford, IL 61103
Phone: 815-282-2584  Email:  albasenji@rockriver.net

OFFICERS

DIRECTORS

LIFETIME MEMBERS
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EDITORS
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